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Abstract
Hierarchical key-insulated identity-based encryption (HKIBE) is identity-based encryption
(IBE) that allows users to update their secret keys to achieve (hierarchical) key-exposure resilience, which is an important notion in practice. However, existing HKIBE constructions have
limitations in eﬃciency: sizes of ciphertexts and secret keys depend on the hierarchical depth.
In this paper, we ﬁrst triumph over the barrier by proposing simple but eﬀective design
methodologies to construct eﬃcient HKIBE schemes. First, we show a generic construction
from any hierarchical IBE (HIBE) scheme that satisﬁes a special requirement, called MSK
evaluatability introduced by Emura et al. (ePrint, 2020). It provides several new and eﬃcient
instantiations since most pairing-based HIBE schemes satisfy the requirement. It is worth noting
that it preserves all parameters’ sizes of the underlying HIBE scheme, and hence we obtain
several eﬃcient HKIBE schemes under the k-linear assumption in the standard model. Since
MSK evaluatability is dedicated to pairing-based HIBE schemes, the ﬁrst construction restricts
pairing-based instantiations. To realize eﬃcient instantiation from various assumptions, we next
propose a generic construction of an HKIBE scheme from any plain HIBE scheme. It is based
on Hanaoka et al.’s HKIBE scheme (Asiacrypt 2005), and does not need any special properties.
Therefore, we obtain new eﬃcient instantiations from various assumptions other than pairingoriented ones. Though the sizes of secret keys and ciphertexts are larger than those of the ﬁrst
construction, it is more eﬃcient than Hanaoka et al.’s scheme in the sense of the sizes of master
public/secret keys.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background

Identity-based encryption (IBE) [BF01] allows us to use arbitrary strings (e.g., user names, email addresses) as users’ public keys. After earlier seminal works [BB04, Wat05], considerable research related to IBE has been conducted from various perspectives such as eﬃciency
improvements [JR13, Lew12, Wat09], weakening assumptions [DG17b], post-quantum constructions [ABB10a, ABB10b, BLSV18, CHKP12], and additional security properties [BGK08, BLSV18,
BW06, BWY11, CDRW10, HHSI05]. Similar results have been obtained in the context of hierarchical IBE (HIBE)[GS02, HL02], which is one of the important extensions of IBE; e.g., eﬃciency
improvements [CW14, GCTC16, Lew12, LP19, LP20, LW10, LW11, Wat09], weakening assumptions [DG17a], post-quantum constructions [ABB10a, ABB10b, CHKP12], and additional security
properties [BW06, LRW11, SE13a].
According to Cisco’s report [Cis14], tens of billions of IoT devices are expected to be deployed
over the next few years. Therefore, one of the key challenges is how to make communications
over IoT devices fast and reliable. Recently, IBE is expected to be used in the IoT environments
(e.g., [AKA+ 19, KHA+ 19]) since devices’ identities (serial numbers, MAC addresses, etc.) can be set
as their public keys.1 Therefore, IoT devices can make reliable and fast communication without PKI
(i.e., without verifying public-key certiﬁcates). Another practical security requirement for robust
IoT systems is key-exposure resilience. Secure IoT systems using IBE should still be available and
guarantee a certain security level even if some devices in the system are corrupted, and their secret
keys are exposed. Particularly in the IoT setting, it is diﬃcult to manually revoke and re-setup
corrupted IoT devices since it seems hard to detect when and which devices leak their secret keys.
Therefore, the key-exposure resilience is important in practice; it guarantees that even if some
devices (partially) leak their secret keys, the devices are still available in some sense. Thus, we
focus on the problem is how to achieve the key-exposure resilience (as eﬃcient as possible) in the
IBE setting.
One of promising approaches to address the above problem is the key-updating approach. This
paper considers the following key-insulation mechanism [DKXY02, HHSI05]. We prepare two
kinds of secret keys depending on their roles: helper keys, stored on physically-secure devices,
and decryption keys, which are stored on weak devices that may be tampered. Ciphertexts can
be decrypted by decryption keys, which are periodically and non-interactively updated by helper
keys. This approach is suitable for the above IoT scenario (and, of course, the more standard
usage scenario) since (a) decryption keys are updated in a non-interactive way, and (b) decryption
keys can be renewed and continue to be used regardless of whether the system owner knows which
decryption keys are leaked. IBE with the key-insulation mechanism is called key-insulated IBE
(KIBE) [HHSI05], and the security which should be achieved in this approach is:
(1) even if many decryption keys are exposed, KIBE can guarantee the security of non-exposed
decryption keys;
(2) even if the helper key is exposed, no information on any decryption keys is leaked as long as
no decryption keys are exposed.
The key-insulation structure can be extended to a hierarchical one, and IBE with the hierarchical
1

Attribute-based encryption (ABE) [SW05, GPSW06] provides more ﬂexible access control than IBE and its
variants, such as wildcarded IBE [ABC+ 11] and wicked IBE [AKN07], though it is much less eﬃcient. The IBE
variants are ﬂexible enough to apply for various IoT environments [AKA+ 19, KHA+ 19].
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key-insulated property is called hierarchical KIBE (HKIBE) [HHSI05].2 In HKIBE, helper keys are
separated into multiple levels. Helper keys can update lower-level helper keys, and the lowest-level
helper keys update decryption keys. Thus, the impact of key leakage can be signiﬁcantly reduced
by storing helper keys at diﬀerent levels in diﬀerent devices.
Although HKIBE seems to provide practical applications as above, an eﬃciency issue in HKIBE
constructions remains unsolved. Hanaoka et al. [HHSI05] showed a generic construction from any
HIBE scheme. It can be instantiated from various assumptions, however essentially sacriﬁces sizes of
ciphertexts and decryption keys; it requires at least O(L) HIBE ciphertexts and O(L) HIBE secret
keys for the resulting ciphertexts and decryption keys, respectively, where L is the maximum depth
of hierarchical key-insulation. Therefore, even if the underlying HIBE scheme achieves compact
ciphertexts and/or secret keys, those of the resultant HKIBE scheme cannot be compact. Although
Hanaoka et al. [HHSI05] also showed a concrete HKIBE scheme from computational bilinear DiﬃeHellman (CBDH) assumption, which is more eﬃcient than the generic construction, it relies on
the random oracle and do not have compact parameters, in the sense that sizes of ciphertexts and
decryption keys are not constant. The work of [SW18, WS16] proposed adaptively secure HKIBE
schemes with compact ciphertexts and decryption keys from pairings; however, unfortunately, we
found a ﬂaw in the security proofs (which we communicated to the authors).3 Thus, there are no
secure HKIBE constructions that achieve compact ciphertexts and decryption keys.

1.2

Our Contributions

In this paper, we successfully make signiﬁcant progress in constructing eﬃcient HKIBE schemes.
Speciﬁcally, we show two generic constructions of HKIBE schemes.
Generic Construction from HIBE with MSK Evaluatability. We take note of the similarities in security games in HKIBE and revocable HIBE (RHIBE) [BGK08, SE13a, SE15]; unlike
standard (H)IBE, an adversary is allowed to get (a part of) a secret key of a challenge identity in both games. Based on the observation, we take a similar approach to the recent RHIBE
construction [ETW20], and propose our ﬁrst construction from any HIBE scheme that satisﬁes
MSK evaluatability, which is the special algebraic property introduced in [ETW20]. Although the
property restricts an applicable class of HIBE schemes to our construction, most pairing-based
HIBE schemes, including most-eﬃcient-ever ones [CG17, CW14, GCTC16], meet it. Our generic
construction provides several concrete HKIBE schemes with new features as follows.
• The ﬁrst HKIBE schemes with compact ciphertexts and decryption keys from [CG17, CW14]
under the standard k-linear assumption. Note that there are no known schemes with similar
eﬃciency even when we ignore the adaptive security, standard assumptions, and the standard
model.4
• The ﬁrst HKIBE scheme with compact master public keys in the standard model
from [GCTC16] under the k-linear assumption.
Generic Construction from Any HIBE. Our second construction aims to get rid of the special
property required in our ﬁrst construction, and is a generic construction from any plain HIBE
schemes. While this construction is based on [HHSI05], it achieves compact master keys5 and does
2

One may think up HIBE with the hierarchical key-insulated property. In this paper, we do not consider such an
HIBE scheme since it must be quite complicated, and there has been actually no such work.
3
We give the overview of the ﬂaw in Appendix A.
4
To be precise, an instantiation from [RS14], which is a special case of [CG17], is the same as Shikata and
Watanabe’s scheme [SW18]. It means that their scheme turns out to be secure, and we successfully ﬁx the bug in
their security proof.
5
We refer to a pair of a master public and master secret keys as master keys for simplicity.
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Table 1: A comparison between Hanaoka et al.’s generic construction and ours. “Generic HHSI05”
means the generic construction shown in [HHSI05]. Each parameter of all HKIBE schemes consists of the same ingredient: a master public key pp, master secret key mk, and ciphertext ctid,t
consist of master public keys, master secret keys, and ciphertexts of the underlying HIBE scheme,
(ℓ)
respectively, and a level-ℓ helper key hkid,Tℓ (t) and decryption key dkid,T0 (t) consist of HIBE secret
keys. Therefore, we compare the number of the ingredients that constitute each parameter. ROM
and Std. stand for the random oracle model and the standard model, respectively, and L and ℓ
denote the maximum hierarchical size and a hierarchical level, respectively. let α be the ciphertext overhead, which mainly includes an one-time signature and its veriﬁcation key, caused by the
multiple-encryption technique [DK05].
(ℓ)

|mk|

|ctid,t |

O(L)

O(L)

O(L)

O(L − ℓ)

O(L)

CCA

ROM

CPA-secure HIBE

O(Q)

O(L)

O(L)

O(L) + α

O(L − ℓ)

O(L)

CCA

Std.

CPA-secure HIBE
and OTS

O(Q)

First
Construction
(§ 4)

O(1)

O(1)

O(1)

O(1)

O(1)

CPA

Std.

O(1)

O(1)

O(1)

O(1)

O(1)

CCA

Std.

Second
Construction
(§ 5)

O(1)

O(1)

O(L)

O(L − ℓ)

O(L)

CPA

Std.

CPA-secure HIBE

O(L)

O(1)

O(1)

O(L) + α

O(L − ℓ)

O(L)

CCA

Std.

CPA-secure HIBE
and OTS

O(L)

Generic HHSI05
[HHSI05]

|hkid,T

ℓ (t)

|

|dkid,T0 (t) | Security Model

Reduction
Loss

|pp|

Construction

Building Block

CPA-secure HIBE
w/ MSK eval.
CCA-secure HIBE
w/ MSK eval.

O(QL)
O(QL)

not require random oracles. We get the following concrete HKIBE schemes with new features from
the second construction.
• The ﬁrst (almost) tightly and adaptively secure HKIBE scheme with compact master keys
from the k-linear assumption in the standard model from [LP19, LP20].
• The ﬁrst selectively secure HKIBE scheme with compact master keys from the various assumptions in the standard model: the learning with errors [ABB10a, CHKP12]; learning
from parity with noise [BLSV18]; computational Diﬃe-Hellman without pairing; and factoring Blum integers [DG17b].
Achieving CCA Security. Although we basically consider CPA-secure HKIBE schemes, we can
easily extend them to CCA-secure schemes as follows. The ﬁrst construction can be lifted to a CCAsecure scheme by just replacing the underlying CPA-secure HIBE scheme with a CCA-secure one.
Note that since there is a well-known transformation [BCHK07] from CPA-secure HIBE schemes
to CCA-secure ones that preserve almost the same eﬃciency, the CCA-secure version of our ﬁrst
construction achieves similar eﬃciency to the CPA-secure construction. We obtain a CCA-secure
version of our second construction by applying the multiple-encryption technique [DK05], which is
a well-known technique to achieve CCA security without random oracles. Note that as observed in
the HHSI05 paper [HHSI05], it is also applicable to their scheme.
Eﬃciency Comparison. We compare our constructions with previous schemes. Table 1 provides
eﬃciency comparisons between Hanaoka et al.’s generic construction [HHSI05] and our constructions. Our ﬁrst construction preserves all parameter sizes of the underlying HIBE scheme. Our
second construction has similar eﬃciency to the HHSI05 scheme but achieves constant-size master keys. Table 2 shows concrete eﬃciency among existing schemes and instantiations of our ﬁrst

3

Table 2: A comparison among previous CCA-secure instantiations and the CCA-secure version of
our ﬁrst construction. “Concrete HHSI05” means the direct construction shown in [HHSI05]. We
compare the number of group elements that constitute each parameter in this table. Note that we
do not instantiate the underlying OTS scheme in all instantiations except for Concrete HHSI05,
and the ciphertext overhead (i.e., the OTS elements) is denoted by α as in Table 1.
(ℓ)

Scheme

|pp|

|mk|

|ctid,t |

|hkid,Tℓ (t) |

|dkid,T0 (t) |

Assumption

Concrete HHSI05 [HHSI05]
(in ROM)

O(1)

O(L)

O(L)

O((L − ℓ)2 )

O(L2 )

CBDH

Generic HHSI05 [HHSI05]
+[CG17, CW14] w/ OTS

O(L2 )

O(L)

O(L) + α

O(ℓ(L − ℓ))

O(L)

SXDH & OTS

Generic HHSI05 [HHSI05]
+[GCTC16] w/ OTS

O(L)

O(1)

O(L2 ) + α

O((L − ℓ)2 )

O(L2 )

SXDH & OTS

SW18 [SW18] w/ OTS
(ﬂawed)

O(L)

O(1)

O(1) + α

O(ℓ)

O(1)

SXDH & OTS

First Scheme (§ 4)
+[CG17, CW14] w/ OTS

O(L)

O(1)

O(1) + α

O(ℓ)

O(1)

SXDH & OTS

First Scheme (§ 4)
+[GCTC16] w/ OTS

O(1)

O(1)

O(L) + α

O(L − ℓ)

O(L)

SXDH & OTS

construction, which is more eﬃcient than our second construction. The state-of-the-art pairingbased HIBE schemes [CG17, CW14, GCTC16] provide eﬃcient HKIBE schemes. In particular,
the instantiation of the ﬁrst construction from [CG17, CW14] is CPA-secure under the k-linear
assumption and achieves the same eﬃciency as the SW18 scheme [SW18] when setting k = 1, i.e.,
the symmetric external Diﬃe-Hellman (SXDH) assumption. We again would like to emphasize that
the security proof in [SW18] was ﬂawed. Furthermore, the ﬁrst scheme can be easily extended to
CCA-security by replacing the underlying CPA-secure HIBE scheme with CCA-secure one. Note
that, as we noted above, we know the transformation [BCHK07] for HIBE that lifts CPA security
to CCA security without sacriﬁcing eﬃciency.

1.3

Related Work

The notion of key-insulated cryptography was ﬁrst introduced by Dodis et al. [DKXY02]. Speciﬁcally, they formalized two kinds of key-insulated security notions: the one is weak security, which
only satisﬁes the condition (1) described earlier; the other is strong security, which satisﬁes both (1)
and (2). Bellare and Palacio [BP06] showed that weakly secure key-insulated public-key encryption
is equivalent to (a restricted form of) IBE. Thus far, the key-insulated security have been considered
in the IBE setting (with additional properties) [WLCM06, WLC+ 08]. The key-insulation structure
was extended to the hierarchical one by Hanaoka et al. [HHSI05], where the security captures the
strong security, and they proposed an adaptively secure HKIBE scheme both with and without
random oracles. Watanabe and Shikata [WS16] proposed an adaptively secure HKIBE scheme
with compact ciphertexts and decryption keys. Later, the same authors [SW18] found out a bug in
the security proof in [WS16] and ﬁxed it and the corresponding construction. However, it contains
another bug in their security proof, and our proposal ﬁxes it as mentioned earlier.
Another key-updating approach is forward security [CHK07], which guarantees that even if the
4

secret key is leaked, no information of previously-encrypted plaintexts is leaked by updating the
secret key by themselves. However, it is inapplicable to the IoT scenario since it only prevents the
leakage of data previously encrypted before the key leakage, and the exposed secret keys will not
be able to be used.
R(H)IBE [BGK08, SE13a] is (H)IBE with eﬃcient revocation functionality, and has a similar
key-updating procedure and security notion to HKIBE. Each user needs to periodically update
their decryption key, and the update is successful unless the user is revoked. In the security
game, an adversary is allowed to get some decryption keys associated with a challenge identity. A
lot of constructions have been proposed in the context of RIBE [BGK08, GW19, ISW17, Lee19,
LLP17, ML19, SE13b, WES17] and RHIBE [ESY16, ETW20, KMT19, LP18, RLPL15, SE13a,
SE15, WZH+ 19] thus far.
Organization. In Section 2, we brieﬂy review hierarchical time-period map functions, which
make us consistently deal with several layers of time periods in HKIBE, and HIBE with MSK
evaluatability. We give the deﬁnition of HKIBE in Section 3, and show our two generic constructions
in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Notations

Let N be the set of all natural numbers. For non-negative integers a, b ∈ N with a ≤ b, we
deﬁne [a, b] := {a, a + 1, . . . , b} and [a] := [1, a]. As a special case, [a, b] = ∅ for a > b. For a
ﬁnite set S, let x ←R S denote sampling x from S uniformly at random. For a κ1 -bit binary
string id1 ∈ {0, 1}κ1 and a κ2 -bit binary string id2 ∈ {0, 1}κ2 , let id1 ∥id2 ∈ {0, 1}κ1 +κ2 denote a
(κ1 + κ2 )-bit concatenation of id1 and id2 .

2.2

Hierarchical Time-Period Map Functions

To properly deal with key-updating functionality, we consider (discrete) time periods, which are
time spans during which a speciﬁc secret key is authorized for cryptographic operations such as
decryption or in which the secret keys may remain in eﬀect. Let T be a set of time periods. It
is natural to consider that such a time period for key updates is related to actual time, i.e., clock
time that we usually use in our daily lives. For instance, we can set a set of time periods T as days,
say, T := {2020 Sep 1, 2020 Sep 2, . . .}. To connect time periods and actual time, we consider
time-period map functions [HHSI05]. A time-period map function T : Tact → T maps actual times
to time periods, where Tact is a (possibly countably inﬁnite) set of actual times.
Time-period map functions can be extended so that they have a certain hierarchical structure.
Let L := poly(λ), and Tℓ for ℓ ∈ [0, L] be a ﬁnite set of time periods. We assume |TL | ≤ · · · ≤ |T1 | ≤
|T0 | and |TL | = 1 (i.e., TL (t) = 0 for any t) for simplicity. The reason why we consider several layers
of time periods is that in HKIBE, we consider several secret keys, called helper keys for TL , . . . , T1
and decryption keys for T0 . More speciﬁcally, we consider diﬀerent time intervals for the helper and
decryption keys; the helper key at the highest level (i.e., TL ) is never updated, and other helper
keys are more frequently updated as the level decreases. The decryption key, which is related to
T0 , is most often updated. The hierarchical version of time-period map functions for the depth L
captures this situation, and can be deﬁned as a set of L time-period map functions TL , . . . , T1 , T0
for distinct time-period sets TL , . . . , T1 , T0 . We use the hierarchical time-period map functions to
mange several time periods consistently; one actual time t ∈ Tact produces an (L + 1)-dimensional
time-period vector (tL , . . . , t1 , t0 ) ∈ TL × · · · × T1 × T0 via the functions TL , . . . , T1 , T0 . Let us give
5

an example for readers: for L = 3 and t = 2020 Sep 10 23:59, we have T3 (t) = 0, T2 (t) = 2020,
T1 (t) = 2020 Sep, and T0 (t) = 2020 Sep 10. T3 in this example indicates “no update”, and T2 ,
T1 , and T0 capture yearly, monthly, and daily updates, respectively. For notational convenience,
we use a shortened form of time-period vectors for t ∈ Tact : T[L−1,ℓ] (t) := (TL−1 (t), . . . , Tℓ (t)),
where ℓ ∈ [0, L − 1].6 Note that the order of [·] of T[·] (·) is reversed compared with the order of [·]
deﬁned in Section 2.1.

2.3

HIBE

Hierarchical Identity. Let an ℓ-dimensional identity vector IDℓ := (id1 , . . . , idℓ ) denote an identity at a level (or, a hierarchy depth) ℓ. In this paper, we may sometimes call IDℓ = (id1 , · · · , idℓ )
and each idi a hierarchical identity and an element identity, respectively. Let I be an elementidentity space which is determined only by the security parameter λ, and therefore, a hierarchicalidentity space at level ℓ is I ℓ .
We deﬁne several notations for IDℓ = (id1 , · · · , idℓ ) below. For a non-negative integer k ≤ ℓ,
an k-dimensional preﬁx of IDℓ is denoted by ID[k] := (id1 , . . . , idk ). We denote by preﬁx+ (IDℓ ) :=
{ID[1] , ID[2] , . . . , ID[ℓ−1] , IDℓ } a set of all preﬁxes of IDℓ and itself. We often omit the subscript from
IDℓ and simply describe ID for simplicity, and use |ID| := ℓ to denote a hierarchical level of the
hierarchical identity.
Syntax. An HIBE scheme Σ with the depth L consists of four algorithms (Init, Enc, GenSK, Dec).
• Init(1λ , L) → (MPK, MSK): given the security parameter λ and the maximum hierarchical
depth L, it outputs a master-key pair (MPK, MSK).
• Enc(MPK, ID, M) → CID : given MPK, user’s identity ID ∈ I |ID| , and a plaintext M, it outputs
a ciphertext CID .
• GenSK(MPK, SKID′ , ID) → SKID : given MPK, a user’s secret key SKID′ , and an identity ID ∈
I |ID| s.t. ID’s parent is ID′ , it outputs a secret key SKID . The second input SKID′ can be
replaced by MSK. For notational convenience, we regard SKID0 as the master secret key
(MSK) MSK.
• Dec(MPK, SKID , CID ) → M: given MPK, a secret key SKID , and a ciphertext CID , it outputs
the decryption result M.
Correctness.
We require that for all security parameters λ ∈ N, hierarchy levels L ∈ N, (MPK, MSK) ← Init(1λ , L), identities ID ∈ I |ID| , and plaintexts M, it
holds Dec(MPK, SKID , Enc(MPK, ID, M)) = M with overwhelming probability, where SKID ←
GenSK(MPK, MSK, ID). Moreover, given SKID for any identity ID ∈ I |ID| , GenSK(MPK, MSK, ID)
and GenSK(MPK, SKID′ , ID) s.t. ID′ ∈ preﬁx+ (ID) are identically distributed.
Adaptive Security. Intuitively, HIBE requires that it is hard for an adversary who adaptively obtains polynomially many secret keys SKID such that ID ∈
/ preﬁx+ (ID⋆ ) to extract secret information
from CID⋆ .
More formally, let Σ be an HIBE scheme, and we consider a game between an adversary A
and the challenger C. The game is parameterized by the security parameter λ and the maximum
hierarchical depth L. The game proceeds as follows: C ﬁrst runs (MPK, MSK) ← Init(1λ , L) and
gives MPK to A. A may adaptively make the following secret-key reveal query: upon a query
ID ∈ I |ID| from A, C returns SKID ← GenSK(MPK, MSK, ID) to A. A is also allowed to make the
following challenge query only once: upon a query (ID⋆ , M⋆0 , M⋆1 ) from A such that |M⋆0 | = |M⋆1 |, C
6

We here omit tL ∈ TL for simplicity since |TL | = 1.
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returns C⋆ID⋆ ← Enc(MPK, ID⋆ , M⋆b ) to A, where b ←R {0, 1}. Note that A is not allowed to make
the secret-key reveal query on ID⋆ and its preﬁx in this game. At some point, A outputs b′ ∈ {0, 1}
as its guess for b and terminates. In this game, A’s adaptive security advantage is deﬁned by
′
AdvHIBE
Σ,L,A (λ) := 2 · | Pr[b = b] − 1/2|.
Deﬁnition 1 (CPA security for HIBE). We say that an HIBE scheme Σ with depth L satisﬁes
adaptive-identity CPA security (or adaptive security for brevity), if the advantage AdvHIBE
Σ,L,A (λ) is
negligible for all PPT adversaries A.
The selective-identity CPA security (selective security for short) is analogously deﬁned except
that the challenge identity ID⋆ is submitted to C at the beginning of the game, instead of the
challenge query. Furthermore, CCA security is also deﬁned by allowing A to submit the following
decryption query: upon a query (ID, CID ) (̸= (ID⋆ , C⋆ID⋆ )) from A, C returns Dec(MPK, SKID , CID )
to A.
MSK Evaluatability [ETW20]. We require that an HIBE scheme used in our ﬁrst construction
satisﬁes the MSK evaluatability, which is a special algebraic property introduced in [ETW20]. In
the following, we use a notation SKID [MSK], instead of SKID , to explicitly describe the MSK-part
of SKID , i.e., which element of MSK is used to compute SKID .
Intuitively, MSK evaluatability has the following two properties.
[ ∈ MSK, called a pseudo-MSK, where MSK is a
(1) Anyone can sample a random element MSK
space of possible master secret keys. We describe the sampling procedure as a pseudo-MSK
[ for any
sampling algorithm SampMSK. Furthermore, anyone create secret keys SKID [MSK]
|ID|
[ This pseudo-MSK MSK
[ is, of course, diﬀerent from
ID ∈ I
under a pseudo-MSK MSK.
7
the true MSK MSK with overwhelming probability.
[ 1 · MSK
[2
(2) Suppose that MSK has some algebraic structure and allows one to compute MSK
[ 1 /MSK
[ 2 for any MSK
[ 1 , MSK
[ 2 ∈ MSK. Note that MSK
[ 1 and MSK
[ 2 might be
and MSK
[
[
the true MSK. Let SKID [MSK1 ] and SKID [MSK2 ] be HIBE secret keys for the same identity
[ 1 and MSK
[ 2 , respectively. Then, there exists an eﬃcient algorithm
ID ∈ I |ID| but under MSK
[ 1 · MSK
[ 2 ] (resp.,
EvalMSK which merges the two secret keys into one secret key SKID [MSK
[ 1 /MSK
[ 2 ]) with a label mul (resp., div).
SKID [MSK
Formally, MSK evaluatability is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 2 (MSK Evaluatability [ETW20]). Let Σ be an HIBE scheme. We say that Σ supports
MSK evaluatability if there exist algorithms SampMSK and EvalMSK:
[ This is the pseudo-MSK sampling algorithm that, given MPK,
• SampMSK(MPK) → MSK:
[ ∈ MSK.
outputs a pseudo-MSK MSK
[ 1 ], SKID [MSK
[ 2 ], lab) → SKID [flab (MSK
[ 1 , MSK
[ 2 )]: This is the MSK
• EvalMSK(MPK, SKID [MSK
[ 1 ], SKID [MSK
[ 2 ] for the same ID ∈
evaluation algorithm that, given two secret keys SKID [MSK
|ID|
[ 1 , MSK
[ 2 ∈ MSK, and a label lab ∈ {mul, div}, it outputs a secret key
I
under MSK
[
[
[ 1 , MSK
[ 2 ) = MSK
[ 1 · MSK
[ 2 and fdiv (MSK
[ 1 , MSK
[ 2) =
SKID [flab (MSK1 , MSK2 )], where fmul (MSK
[ 1 /MSK
[ 2.
MSK
Moreover, the following two requirements are satisﬁed:
7

Otherwise, MSK evaluatability immediately breaks the security of HIBE.
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[ ∈ MSK,
▷ Pseudo-MSK Indistinguishability: For any lab ∈ {mul, div} and any MSK
[ the two distributions SampMSK(MPK) and flab (MSK,
[ SampMSK(MPK))
given MPK and MSK,
are identically distributed.
[ 1 , MSK
[ 2 ∈ MSK, and any
▷ Evaluation Correctness: For any lab ∈ {mul, div}, any MSK
[ 1 ], SKID [MSK
[ 2 ], the two distributions GenSK(MPK,
ID ∈ I |ID| , given MPK and SKID [MSK
[ 1 , MSK
[ 2 ), ID) and EvalMSK(MPK, SKID [MSK
[ 1 ], SKID [MSK
[ 2 ], lab) are identically disflab (MSK
tributed.
Note that most pairing-based HIBE schemes can satisfy MSK evaluatability. For example, as
noted in [ETW20], several state-of-the-art pairing-based HIBE schemes [CG17, CW14, GCTC16]
has this property. Let us give an intuition with the following abstract example. Let G1 , G2 , and GT
be cyclic groups (group operations in all are written in multiplicative forms) of prime-order p, and
e : G1 × G2 → GT be a non-degenerate bilinear map. We use the implicit notation [EHK+ 17]: for
a ∈ Zp and generators gi ∈ Gi (i ∈ {1, 2, T }), [a]i := gia ∈ Gi , and for a vector a := (a1 , . . . , ad ) ∈
Zkp , [a]i := ([a1 ]i , . . . , [ad ]i ) ∈ Gi . In several pairing-based HIBE schemes based on the k-linear
and the secret key
assumption (e.g., [CG17, CW14]), the MSK is in the form of [k]2 ∈ Gk+1
2
k+1
r
SKID [MSK] contains [k]2 · F(ID) , where F : I → G2 is a certain public function and r ∈ Zp is a
b 2 for uniformly
[ := [k]
randomness. It is obvious that since anyone can compute a pseudo-MSK MSK
k+1
b
sampled k ∈ Zp , there exists the SampMSK algorithm. Moreover, it clearly satisﬁes pseudo-MSK
b 2 = [k + k]
b 2 (or [k]2 /[k]
b 2 = [k − k]
b 2 ) and [k]
b 2 are
indistinguishability since even given [k]2 , [k]2 · [k]
identically distributed. Furthermore, it is easy to conﬁrm that it also provides EvalMSK: for any
b1 ]2 , MSK
b2 ]2 ∈ Gk+1 , the corresponding component of SKID [MSK
[ 1 := [k
[ 2 := [k
[ 1 · MSK
[ 2 ] can be
MSK
2
r
r
r
+r
b
b
b
b
1
1
1
2
computed as ([k1 ]2 · F(ID) ) · ([k2 ]2 · F(ID) ) = [k1 + k2 ]2 · F(ID)
(other components can be
b1 + k
b2 ]2 · F(ID)r1 +r2 is identically
computed in a similar way). It is clear that the component [k
[ 1 · MSK
[ 2 .8 Hence, it satisﬁes
distributed to a secret key directly computed by GenSK with MSK
evaluation correctness. We omit the case of the division since it is straightforward.
On the other hand, it seems diﬃcult for HIBE schemes over pairing-free groups [DG17a] and
lattice-based HIBE schemes [ABB10a, ABB10b, CHKP12] to satisfy MSK evaluatability since they
do not have such a simple algebraic structure.

3

HKIBE

We review a deﬁnition of HKIBE based on [HHSI05, WS16, SW18] which present the most strict
security model. Please keep in mind that an identity id ∈ I in HKIBE is always a (non-hierarchical)
one-dimensional vector.

3.1

Model

There are two types of keys, i.e., helper keys and decryption keys, and they depend on an identity id
(ℓ)
and each of the hierarchical time periods TL , . . . , T0 . Every user id has a level-ℓ helper key hkid,Tℓ (t)
(ℓ+1)

for ℓ = 1, 2, . . . , L and a decryption key dkid,T0 (t) . The upper level-(ℓ + 1) helper key hkid,Tℓ+1 (t)
(ℓ)

(ℓ)

can derive a level-ℓ key update kuid,Tℓ (t) for updating the lower level-ℓ helper key hkid,Tℓ (t′ ) to be
(ℓ)

hkid,Tℓ (t) . Similarly, the decryption key dkid,T0 (t) is updated by using a key update derived from a
b1 + k
b2 ]2 · F(ID)r1 +r2 should be re-randomized to satisfy evaluation correctness
To be precise, the component [k
[ 1 ] and SKID [MSK
[ 2 ], the two distributions are identical.
since it requires that given SKID [MSK
8
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level-1 helper key. A ciphertext ctid,t of HKIBE depends on a receiver’s identity id ∈ I and actual
time t ∈ Tact , and can be decrypted by a decryption key dkid,T0 (t′ ) if T0 (t) = T0 (t′ ).
Speciﬁcally, HKIBE consists of six algorithms (Setup, Encrypt, GenHK, KeyUp, Upd, Decrypt) and
proceeds as follows. First of all, the key generation center (KGC) runs Setup to generate a masterkey pair (pp, mk). Upon a request from a user id, the KGC runs GenHK to get a set of initial
(ℓ)
helper keys (hkid,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] as a secret key for id. Suppose that each helper key is stored in a
(0)

diﬀerent (physically-secure) device. The level-0 helper key hkid,t0 is used as a decryption key, and
we often write it as dkid,t0 . A plaintext M is encrypted by Encrypt with not only an identity id but
(current) time t. The resulting ciphertext, which is denoted by ctid,t , can be decrypted by Decrypt
(0)
with id’s decryption key dkid,t0 (= hkid,t0 ) if and only if t0 = T0 (t). Here, we describe how to
(ℓ)

update helper and decryption keys as follows. Suppose that the user id has (hkid,t′ )ℓ∈[0,L] and wants
ℓ

(L)

(L)

(L)

to update it for t. The level-L helper key hkid,0 is never updated, and therefore, hkid,TL (t) = hkid,0
for any t ∈ Tact . For every ℓ = L − 1, . . . , 0, the user id ﬁrst runs KeyUp to generate id’s level-ℓ
(ℓ)
(ℓ+1)
key update kuid,Tℓ (t) by running KeyUp with hkid,Tℓ+1 (t) . The user then runs Upd with the key
(ℓ)

(ℓ)

(ℓ)

update kuid,Tℓ (t) to update id’s level-ℓ helper key hkid,t′ to hkid,Tℓ (t) . At the end of this updating
ℓ

(0)

procedure, the user obtains a decryption key dkid,T0 (t) (= hkid,T0 (t) ).
Syntax. An HKIBE scheme Π consists of the six algorithms (Setup, Encrypt, GenHK, KeyUp, Upd,
Decrypt) deﬁned as follows:
• Setup(1λ , L) → (pp, mk): This is the setup algorithm that, given the security parameter λ
and the maximum depth of the hierarchy L ∈ N, it outputs a master-key pair (pp, mk).
• Encrypt(pp, id, t, M) → ctid,t : This is the encryption algorithm that, given pp, an element
identity id ∈ I, current time t ∈ Tact , and a plaintext M ∈ M, it outputs a ciphertext ctid,t .
(ℓ)
• GenHK(pp, mk, id) → (hkid,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] : This is the helper-key generation algorithm that, given
(ℓ)

pp, mk, and an element identity id ∈ I, it outputs a set of initial helper keys (hkid,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] .
(0)
The level-0 helper key is also called a decryption key and set as dkid,0 := hkid,0 .
(ℓ+1)

(ℓ)

• KeyUp(pp, t, hkid,tℓ+1 ) → kuid,Tℓ (t) or ⊥: This is the key update information generation algo(ℓ+1)

rithm that, given pp, actual time t ∈ Tact , and an id’s level-(ℓ + 1) helper key hkid,tℓ+1 at
(ℓ)

a time period tℓ+1 ∈ Tℓ+1 , it outputs an id’s level-ℓ key update kuid,Tℓ (t) at a time period
Tℓ (t) if tℓ+1 = Tℓ+1 (t). Otherwise, it outputs ⊥.
(ℓ)
(ℓ)
(ℓ)
• Upd(pp, hkid,τℓ , kuid,tℓ ) → hkid,τℓ : This is the helper key update algorithm that, given pp, an
(ℓ)

(ℓ)

id’s level-ℓ helper key hkid,τℓ at a time period τℓ ∈ Tℓ , and an id’s level-ℓ key update kuid,tℓ
(ℓ)

at a time period tℓ ∈ Tℓ , it outputs an updated helper key hkid,tℓ at a time period tℓ .
• Decrypt(pp, dkid,t0 , ctid,t ) → M or ⊥: This is the decryption algorithm that, given pp, an id’s
decryption key dkid,t0 at a time period t0 ∈ T0 , and a ciphertext ctid,t , it outputs M or ⊥
which indicates decryption failure.
Remark 1 (Update Frequency). For simplicity, we assume that the lower-level helper key is
more frequently updated than the upper-level helper key. Namely, several level-ℓ helper keys
(ℓ)
(ℓ)
(ℓ+1)
hkid,T (t(1) ) , . . . , hkid,T (t(m) ) are updated by the same level-(ℓ + 1) helper key hkid,t , where
ℓ

ℓ

t(1) , . . . , t(m) ∈ Tact and t = Tℓ+1 (t(1) ) = · · · = Tℓ+1 (t(m) ). This assumption of use frequency
captures actual situations: the upper level of helper keys is, the more rarely they should be used,
i.e., the more isolated they should be from the Internet.

9

Correctness. We require a ciphertext ctid,t associated with (id, t) to be properly decrypted by
a decryption key dkid,t0 for the same id and t0 = T0 (t) if dkid,t0 is correctly generated from any
updating path.
More formally, for all security parameter 1λ , all hierarchical depth L ∈ N, all (pp, mk) ←
n for arbitrary number
Setup(1λ , L), all M ∈ M, all id ∈ I, and all sequence (t1 , . . . , tn ) ∈ Tact
n = poly(λ), we consider the following experiment:
• ctid,tn ← Encrypt(pp, id, tn , M).
(ℓ)

• (hkid,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] ← GenHK(pp, mk, id).
• Let t0 := 0 for simplicity. For all j = 1, 2, . . . , n, execute the following procedures for
ℓ = L − 1, L − 2, . . . , 0:
(ℓ)

(ℓ+1)

– kuid,Tℓ (tj ) ← KeyUp(pp, tj , hkid,Tℓ+1 (tj ) ).
(ℓ)

(ℓ)

(ℓ)

– hkid,Tℓ (tj ) ← Upd(pp, hkid,Tℓ (tj−1 ) , kuid,Tℓ (tj ) ).
• M′ ← Decrypt(pp, dkid,T0 (tn ) , ctid,tn ).
Deﬁnition 3 (Correctness). We say that an HKIBE scheme Π with depth L satisﬁes correctness,
if the probability M′ = M in the above experiment holds with overwhelming probability.

3.2

Security

Let Π be an HKIBE scheme. We consider the adaptive-identity CPA security for HKIBE (the
adaptive security for short), which is deﬁned via a game between an adversary A and the challenger
C. The game is parameterized by the security parameter λ and the maximum hierarchical depth
L ∈ N. Intuitively, A is able to receive all helper keys as long as they are insuﬃcient for deriving
a decryption key dkid⋆ ,t⋆ for the target tuple (id⋆ , t⋆ ). The game proceeds as follows:
C ﬁrst runs (pp, mk) ← Setup(1λ , L) and gives pp to A. C prepares HKList and stores all
(ℓ)
identity/initial helper keys (id, (hkid,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] ) generated during the game in HKList while we will
not explicitly mention this procedure.
A may adaptively make the following four types of queries to C:
Helper-Key Generation Query: Upon a query id ∈ I from A, C checks if (id, ∗) ∈
/ HKList,
(ℓ)
and returns ⊥ to A if this is not the case. Otherwise, C executes (hkid,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] ←
GenHK(pp, mk, id) and returns nothing to A.
We require that all identities id appearing in the following queries (except the challenge
(ℓ)
query) are “activated”, in the sense that (hkid,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] is generated via this query and hence
(ℓ)

(id, (hkid,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] ) ∈ HKList.
Initial Helper-Key Reveal Query: Until the challenge query, upon a query id ∈ I from A, C
(ℓ)
(ℓ)
ﬁnds (hkid,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] from HKList and returns (hkid,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] to A. After the challenge query,
C checks whether id ̸= id⋆ and returns ⊥ if this is not the case. Otherwise, C returns
(ℓ)
(hkid,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] to A in the same way.
Key-Insulation Query: Until the challenge query, upon a query (id, t, ℓ) ∈ I × Tact × [0, L] from
(ℓ)
A, C ﬁnds (hkid,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] from HKList and runs
(i)

(i+1)

– kuid,Ti (t) ← KeyUp(pp, t, hkid,Ti+1 (t) ),
(i)

(i)

(i)

– hkid,Ti (t) ← Upd(pp, hkid,0 , kuid,Ti (t) ),
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(ℓ)

(ℓ)

for i = L − 1, . . . , ℓ to obtain hkid,Tℓ (t) . Then, C returns hkid,Tℓ (t) to A. After the challenge
query, when id = id⋆ , C checks whether there exists the following special hierarchical level
ℓ⋆ after answering the query:
(ℓ⋆ )
( i ) hkid⋆ ,tℓ⋆ of any tℓ⋆ ∈ Tℓ⋆ are not revealed to A. Namely, no level-ℓ⋆ helper keys have not
been revealed to A ever.
(i)
(ii) For all i ∈ [0, ℓ⋆ − 1] and all t ∈ Tact such that Ti (t) = Ti (t⋆ ) holds, hkid⋆ ,Ti (t) are not
revealed to A.
(ℓ)
If this is not the case, C returns ⊥ to A. Otherwise, C returns hkid,Tℓ (t) to A in the same way.
Challenge Query: A is allowed to make this query only once. Upon a query (id⋆ , t⋆ , M⋆0 , M⋆1 )
from A such that |M⋆0 | = |M⋆1 |, C checks whether the following conditions simultaneously hold:
– A does not make the initial helper-key reveal query on id⋆ .
– There is a special hierarchical level ℓ⋆ as explained in the key-insulation query.
If the conditions are not simultaneously satisﬁed, C returns ⊥ to A. Otherwise, C picks a
bit b ∈ {0, 1} uniformly at random, runs ct⋆id⋆ ,t⋆ ← Encrypt(pp, id⋆ , t⋆ , M⋆b ), and returns the
challenge ciphertext ct⋆id⋆ ,t⋆ to A.
At some point, A outputs b′ ∈ {0, 1} as its guess for b and terminates.
The above completes the description of the game. In this game, A’s adaptive security advantage
′
is deﬁned by AdvHKIBE
Π,L,A (λ) := 2 · | Pr[b = b] − 1/2|.
Deﬁnition 4 ([HHSI05]). We say that an HKIBE scheme Π with depth L satisﬁes adaptive-identity
CPA security (or adaptive security for brevity), if the advantage AdvHKIBE
Π,L,A (λ) is negligible for all
PPT adversaries A.
Why We Need the Restrictions. We brieﬂy explain the restrictions ( i ) and (ii) appeared in
key-insulation query, i.e., why we need the special hierarchical level ℓ⋆ . To deﬁne as strong security
as possible while preventing trivial attacks, we should allow A to make as many queries as possible
unless A can trivially create dkid⋆ ,T0 (t⋆ ) . As for the restriction ( i ), if at least one level-i helper
key for id⋆ is leaked at every level i ∈ [0, L], it also means that A can create all decryption keys
including dkid⋆ ,T0 (t⋆ ) . As for the restriction (ii), suppose that for some i ∈ [0, ℓ⋆ − 1], A gets
(j)

(hkid⋆ ,Tj (tj ) )j∈[0,i−1] such that Tj (tj ) ̸= Tj (t⋆ ) for j ∈ [0, i − 1] via key-insulation queries. Then,
(i)

one helper key hkid⋆ ,Ti (t) such that Ti (t) = Ti (t⋆ ) is enough for A to compute a decryption key
(ℓ⋆ )

dkid⋆ ,T0 (t⋆ ) even if A has no level-ℓ⋆ helper key hkid⋆ ,T ⋆ (t) for any t ∈ Tact . Hence, we need the
ℓ
restriction about the special level ℓ⋆ to the key-insulation query for id⋆ . For the same reason, we,
of course, disallow A to make the initial helper-key reveal query for id⋆ .
Selective Security and CCA Security. The selective-identity CPA security is analogously
deﬁned. The only exception is that A should send a challenge identity and time (id⋆ , t⋆ ) to C
before receiving a master public key pp. Moreover, CCA security is also deﬁned by allowing A to
submit the following decryption query: upon a query (id, t, ctid,t ) (̸= (id⋆ , t⋆ , ct⋆id⋆ ,t⋆ )) from A, C
returns Decrypt(pp, dkid,T0 (t) , ctid,t ) to A.
Remark 2 (Weak vs. Strong Security). The security deﬁned above is referred to as the strong
security [DKXY02, HHSI05], which is the standard security requirement in key-insulated cryptography in the sense that A is allowed to get helper keys at a higher level than the special level ℓ⋆ . In
the weak security deﬁnition, the special level ℓ⋆ turns to the threshold level ℓ⋆ . Namely, A cannot
get any helper keys at level ℓ ∈ [ℓ⋆ , L]. As we claimed earlier, Bellare and Palacio’s work [BP06]
implies that any HIBE scheme can be transformed into an HKIBE scheme with weak security.
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Level
L

Elements

1st component
[

(L)

hkid,T

SKid

L (t)

MSK

∏

i∈[0,L−1]

2nd component
]
—

[ id,i
MSK

↓ delegated from id to (id, TL−1 (t))
[
L−1

(L−1)

hkid,T

SK(id,TL−1 (t))

L−1 (t)

]
∏

MSK

[
i∈[0,L−2] MSKid,i

EvalMSK

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

[ id,L−1
MSK

↓ delegated from (id, TL−1 (t)) to (id, T[L−1,L−2] (t))
···

..
.

..
.

..
.

↓ delegated from (id, T[L−1,2] (t)) to (id, T[L−1,1] (t))
1

[
]
MSK
SK(id,T[L−1,1] (t)) [

(1)

hkid,T

1 (t)

MSKid,0

EvalMSK

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

[ id,1
MSK

↓ delegated from (id, T[L−1,1] (t)) to (id, T[L−1,0] (t))
0
CT

dkid,T0 (t)

SK(id,T[L−1,0] (t))[MSK]

ctid,t

C(id,T[L−1,0] (t))

EvalMSK

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

[ id,0
MSK

Figure 1: The intuition of our ﬁrst construction.
Remark 3 (A Variant of Security Deﬁnition). One may consider a stronger variant of our security
deﬁnition so that A can designate a derivation path of helper keys with a key-insulation query on
(ℓ)
(id, t, ℓ); that is, A is allowed to designate how the helper key hkid,Tℓ (t) is derived. Since such a
strong notion makes formalization complicated, we do not consider it for simplicity. Nevertheless,
our constructions satisfy such a strong deﬁnition.

4

Generic Construction from HIBE with MSK Evaluatability

We propose a generic construction of an HKIBE scheme with key-insulation depth L from an HIBE
scheme with identity depth L + 1 supporting MSK evaluatability. We assume that I, T0 , . . . , TL ⊆
Ihibe holds, where Ihibe is an element identity space of HIBE.

4.1

Construction Idea

The basic idea is quite simple: to encrypt a message M with an identity id and time t, run
the HIBE encryption algorithm Enc with M and a hierarchical identity (id, T[L−1,0] (t)) (i.e.,
ctid,t := C(id,T[L−1,0] (t)) ). Therefore, to make the decryption procedure consistent, we set a decryp(ℓ)
tion key dkid,T0 (t) ∈ SK(id,T[L−1,0] (t)) . However, if we set each helper key hkid,Tℓ (t) := SK(id,T[L−1,ℓ] (t))
similarly, the resultant construction is the same as Bellare and Palacio’s transformation [BP06] mentioned in Remark 2; it does not achieve strong security. Our construction’s core spirit is that we
[ id,0 , . . . , MSK
[ id,L−1 to mask the highest-level helper key hk(L)
use L pseudo-MSKs MSK
id,TL (t) and
gradually remove them with EvalMSK as the hierarchy of key-insulation levels is lowered.9 More
speciﬁcally, when executing GenHK with any id, we mask the true MSK MSK with all the pseudo[ id,0 , . . . , MSK
[ id,L−1 (in the fraction form) and set the highest-level helper key hk(L) as
MSKs MSK
id,0
9

Note that HKIBE is IBE with hierarchical key insulation, not HIBE with key insulation.
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QL−1

[ id,i ]. Besides, for every ℓ ∈ [0, L − 1], an level-ℓ helper key hk(ℓ)
MSK
id,tℓ contains
[ id,ℓ and is updated in the following two steps.
the pseudo-MSK MSK
SKid [MSK/

i=0

(ℓ+1)

(1) Run GenSK with its higher-level helper key hkid,tℓ+1 = SK(id,T[L−1,ℓ+1] (t)) [MSK/
Qℓ
[ id,i ].
to obtain SK(id,T
MSK
(t)) [MSK/

Qℓ

[

i=0 MSKid,i ]

i=0

[L−1ℓ]

Q
[ id,i ], the level-ℓ pseudo(2) Run EvalMSK with the obtained key SK(id,T[L−1,ℓ] (t)) [MSK/ ℓi=0 MSK
Qℓ−1
[ id,ℓ , and lab = mul to get SK(id,T
[ id,i ], which is set as an
MSK MSK
MSK
(t)) [MSK/
[L−1,ℓ]

updated level-ℓ helper key

i=0

(ℓ)
hkid,Tℓ (t) .

In the end, the mask is entirely removed at the lowest level, i.e., dkid,T0 (t) ∈ SK(id,T[L−1,0] (t)) [MSK].
We illustrate the idea in Figure 1. As can be seen above, all the masks cannot be removed unless
an adversary gets secret keys at all levels; the adversary is not allowed to do so due to the security
deﬁnition (i.e., there exists a special level ℓ⋆ that the adversary cannot access).

4.2

Construction

Our HKIBE scheme Π = (Setup, Encrypt, GenHK, KeyUp, Upd, Decrypt) from an HIBE scheme Σ =
(Init, Enc, GenSK, Dec, SampMSK, EvalMSK) is as follows.
• Setup(1λ , L) → (pp, mk): Run (MPK, MSK) ← Init(1λ , L + 1), then output pp := MPK and
mk := MSK.
• Encrypt(pp, id, t, M) → ctid,t : Parse pp = MPK. Run
· C(id,T[L−1,0] (t)) ← Enc(MPK, (id, T[L−1,0] (t)), M)
and output ctid,t := C(id,T[L−1,0] (t)) .
(ℓ)

• GenHK(pp, mk, id) → (hkid,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] : Parse pp = MPK and mk = MSK. First, compute
[ id,ℓ ← SampMSK(MPK) for ℓ ∈ [0, L − 1]. Then, for ℓ ∈ [0, L], run
MSK






MSK
MSK

SKid ∏
← GenSK MPK, ∏
, id

[
[

i∈[0,L−1] MSKid,i
i∈[0,L−1] MSKid,i









MSK
MSK
SK
,
(id,
T
(0))
←
GenSK
MPK,
∏
∏

(id,T[L−1,ℓ] (0))
[L−1,ℓ]
[
[


i∈[0,ℓ−1] MSKid,i
i∈[0,ℓ−1] MSKid,i






SK(id,T[L−1,0] (0)) [MSK] ← GenSK MPK, MSK, (id, T[L−1,0] (0))

if ℓ = L,
if ℓ ∈ [L − 1],
if ℓ = 0.

Note that without loss of generality, we assume 0 ∈ Tact to describe initial helper keys simply.
(ℓ)
Output (hkid,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] , where


(L)
MSK
– hkid,0 := SKid ∏
,
[
i∈[0,L−1] MSKid,i



(ℓ)
MSK
[ id,ℓ , SK(id,T
– hkid,0 := MSK
for ℓ ∈ [L − 1].
∏
[L−1,ℓ] (0))
[
i∈[0,ℓ−1] MSKid,i


(0)
[ id,0 , SK(id,T
– hkid,0 (= dkid,0 ) := MSK
.
[L−1,0] (0))
(ℓ+1)

(ℓ)

• KeyUp(pp, t, hkid,tℓ+1 ) → kuid,Tℓ (t) or ⊥: If tℓ+1 ̸= Tℓ+1 (t), output ⊥. Otherwise, parse
▷ pp = MPK
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(ℓ+1)
[ id,ℓ+1 , SK(id,T
▷ hkid,tℓ+1 = MSK
∏
[L−1,ℓ+1] (t))
Run



· SK(id,T[L−1,ℓ] (t))

(ℓ)

and output kuid,Tℓ (t)

MSK
[ id,i
MSK


.

i∈[0,ℓ]


∏

MSK
[ id,i
MSK






MSK
← GenSK MPK, SK(id,T[L−1,ℓ+1] (t)) ∏
, id, T[L−1,ℓ] (t) ,
[
i∈[0,ℓ] MSKid,i


= SK(id,T[L−1,ℓ] (t)) ∏ MSK
.
[
i∈[0,ℓ]

i∈[0,ℓ]

MSKid,i

• Upd(pp, hkid,τℓ , kuid,tℓ ) → hkid,tℓ : Suppose τℓ = Tℓ (t) and tℓ = Tℓ (t′ ). Parse
(ℓ)

(ℓ)

(ℓ)

▷ pp = MPK,



(ℓ)
MSK
[
▷ hkid,τℓ = MSKid,ℓ , SK(id,T[L−1,ℓ] (t)) ∏
,
[
i∈[0,ℓ−1] MSKid,i


(ℓ)
▷ kuid,tℓ = SK(id,T[L−1,ℓ] (t′ )) ∏ MSK
.
[
i∈[0,ℓ]

MSKid,i

Run

h
i


[ id,ℓ , id, T[L−1,ℓ] (t′ ) ,
[ id,ℓ ← GenSK MPK, MSK
· SK(id,T[L−1,ℓ] (t′ )) MSK


MSK
· SK(id,T[L−1,ℓ] (t′ )) ∏
[


i∈[0,ℓ−1] MSKid,i

h
i
MSK
[
, SK(id,T[L−1,ℓ] (t′ )) MSKid,ℓ , mul ,
← EvalMSK MPK, SK(id,T[L−1,ℓ] (t′ )) ∏
[
i∈[0,ℓ] MSKid,i



(ℓ)
MSK
[ id,ℓ , SK(id,T
′
.
Output hkid,tℓ := MSK
∏
[L−1,ℓ] (t ))
[
i∈[0,ℓ−1]

As the special case for ℓ = 0,

(0)
hkid,t0

MSKid,i

[ id,0 , SK(id,T
:= (MSK
′ ).
[L−1,0] (t ))

• Decrypt(pp, dkid,T0 (t) , ctid,t ) → M: Parse
▷ pp = MPK,
(0)
[ id,0 , SK(id,T
▷ dkid,T0 (t) = hkid,T0 (t) = (MSK
),
[L−1,0] (t))

▷ ctid,t = C(id,T[L−1,0] (t)) .
Run and output
– M ← Dec(MPK, SK(id,T[L−1,0] (t)) , C(id,T[L−1,0] (t)) ).
Correctness. Thanks to the evaluation correctness of MSK evaluatability, decryption keys of our
HKIBE scheme follow the same distributions as those of the underlying HIBE scheme; hence, the
correctness of our HKIBE scheme readily follows from that of the underlying HIBE scheme.

4.3

Security

The security of the HKIBE scheme is reduced to from that of the underlying HIBE scheme supporting MSK evaluatability.
Theorem 1. If the underlying HIBE scheme with hierarchical depth L + 1 supporting MSK
evaluatability satisﬁes adaptive security, then the above HKIBE scheme with hierarchical depth
L also satisﬁes adaptive security. Speciﬁcally, if there exists an adversary A to break adaptive security of the above HKIBE scheme with advantage AdvHKIBE
Π,L,A (λ), then there exists a reduction algorithm B to break adaptive security of the underlying HIBE scheme with advantage
HKIBE
AdvHIBE
Σ,L+1,B (λ) ≥ AdvΠ,L,A (λ)/Θ(QL), where Q denotes the number of helper-key generation queries.
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Proof Overview. First of all, we divide A’s attack strategy into L + 1 types with respect to a
special hierarchical level ℓ⋆ ∈ [0, L] deﬁned in the key-insulation query. Let Aℓ⋆ be an adversary
A that makes key-insulation queries so that there exists a special level ℓ⋆ . Since this covers all
the possible strategies, the proof against a ﬁxed Aℓ⋆ is suﬃcient for a proof against A of a general
strategy with Θ(L) reduction loss.
Now, we use Aℓ⋆ as a building block and construct a reduction algorithm Bℓ⋆ against the
underlying HIBE scheme. The main observation is that Bℓ⋆ can answer all Aℓ⋆ ’s queries by making
HIBE secret-key reveal queries for the corresponding identity, say, (id, T[L−1,ℓ] (t)), as long as it
holds
(id, T[L−1,ℓ] (t)) ∈
/ preﬁx+ ((id⋆ , T[L−1,0] (t⋆ )))

(1)

even without the knowledge of the challenge tuple (id⋆ , t⋆ ). Obviously, Bℓ⋆ answers all queries
for id (̸= id⋆ ) by making HIBE secret-key reveal queries since such a case always satisﬁes the
condition (1). Therefore, the challenge is how Bℓ⋆ answers Aℓ⋆ ’s queries for id⋆ , which might not
(ℓ)
meet the condition (1). Roughly speaking, we look at the MSK-part of (hkid⋆ ,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] diﬀerently:
Q
(ℓ)
[ id⋆ ,i , where
In the construction, for every ℓ ∈ [0, L], the MSK-part of hk ⋆ is MSK/
MSK
id ,0

i∈[0,ℓ−1]

[ id⋆ ,0 , . . . , MSK
[ id⋆ ,L−1 are pseudo-MSKs for id⋆ . In this proof, Bℓ⋆ samples a level-ℓ pseudoMSK
[ id⋆ ,ℓ for ℓ ∈ [0, L] \ {ℓ⋆ }. Note that MSK
[ id⋆ ,L is picked instead of MSK
[ id⋆ ,ℓ⋆ . Then,
MSK MSK
Q
[ id⋆ ,ℓ⋆ := MSK/
[ ⋆
Bℓ⋆ (implicitly) sets MSK
i∈[0,L]\{ℓ⋆ } MSKid ,i . All the above pseudo-MSKs are
⋆
properly distributed. A key-insulation query (id , t, ℓ) that contradicts the condition (1) satisﬁes
Tℓ (t) = Tℓ (t⋆ ) and ℓ ∈ [ℓ⋆ + 1, L] since a query that satisﬁes Tℓ (t) = Tℓ (t⋆ ) is not allowed for
ℓ ∈ [0, ℓ⋆ − 1] by deﬁnition. Indeed, Bℓ⋆ can answer such a query since the corresponding helper
(ℓ)
key hkid⋆ ,Tℓ (t) can be computed with only the above pseudo-MSKs by Bℓ⋆ itself. In particular, the
distribution of the helper keys is identically distributed as that of helper keys created as in the
construction thanks to pseudo-MSK indistinguishability in Def. 2. Note that Aℓ⋆ does not make
any key-insulation query for ℓ⋆ by deﬁnition. On the other hand, a key-insulation query (id⋆ , t, ℓ)
for ℓ ∈ [0, ℓ⋆ − 1] such that Tℓ (t) ̸= Tℓ (t⋆ ) satisﬁes the condition (1). Therefore, Bℓ⋆ makes an
HIBE secret-key reveal query on (id⋆ , T[L−1,ℓ] (t)) to get SK(id⋆ ,T[L−1,ℓ] (t)) [MSK], and runs EvalMSK
(ℓ)

to return hkid⋆ ,Tℓ to Aℓ⋆ . The output is properly distributed thanks to the evaluation correctness
in Def. 2.
The above simulation can be done only when Bℓ⋆ knows id⋆ (i.e., selective security). Nonetheless, it is applicable even to adaptive security by guessing when the target identity id⋆ is queried at
the beginning of the game: let idq be an identity on which Aℓ⋆ makes q-th helper-key generation
query, and Bℓ⋆ ﬁrst guesses the number Q⋆ ∈ [Q] such that idQ⋆ = id⋆ with Θ(Q) reduction
loss.10 Then, Bℓ⋆ sets the pseudo-MSKs for idQ⋆ as above, instead of id⋆ , although it will turn out
idQ⋆ = id⋆ after the challenge query.
Theorem 1. We formally describe the proof as follows. As above, let Bℓ⋆ be a reduction algorithm
against the underlying HIBE scheme. We show how to construct Bℓ⋆ by using Aℓ⋆ as follows. First
of all, please keep in mind that Bℓ⋆ will set
(id⋆ , T[L−1,0] (t⋆ ))
Strictly speaking, we have to consider the case of Q⋆ = 0, which means the adversary never makes a helper-key
generation query (and the corresponding queries) on id⋆ . Since we can consider such an adversary as AL+1 and give
a proof in a similar way, we omit the proof.
10

15

as the challenge identity in the HIBE security game. Therefore, Bℓ⋆ does not make HIBE secret-key
reveal queries on the challenge identity itself and its preﬁx identities during the game. At ﬁrst,
Bℓ⋆ is given an HIBE’s master public key MPK from an HIBE challenger C. Then, Bℓ⋆ initializes
HKList = ∅ and sends pp := MPK to an HKIBE adversary Aℓ⋆ .
Let idq be an identity on which Aℓ⋆ makes a q-th helper-key generation query. Then, Bℓ⋆
guesses the number Q⋆ ∈ [Q] such that idQ⋆ = id⋆ . If the guess is incorrect, Bℓ⋆ outputs a random
bit and aborts the game. The guess is correct with probability 1/Q. In the following, we assume
that the guess is correct.
Bℓ⋆ answers Aℓ⋆ ’s queries by interacting with C as follows:
/ HKList
Helper-Key Generation Query: Upon a query idq from Aℓ⋆ , Bℓ⋆ checks if (id, ·) ∈
holds, and returns ⊥ to Aℓ⋆ if this is not the case. Otherwise, Bℓ⋆ proceeds as follows:
Case for q ̸= Q⋆ : Bℓ⋆ makes secret-key reveal queries on ((idq , T[L−1,ℓ] (0)))ℓ∈[0,L] and receives
(SK(idq ,T[L−1,ℓ] (0)) )ℓ∈[0,L] .11 Bℓ⋆ runs
[ idq ,ℓ ← SampMSK(MPK) for ℓ ∈ [0, L − 1]
– MSK
Then, for ℓ ∈ [1, L], Bℓ⋆ executes
hQ
i
[ idq ,i
– SK(idq ,T[L−1,ℓ] (0)) i∈[0,ℓ−1] MSK
←
(idq , T[L−1,ℓ] (0))),


MSK
– SK(idq ,T[L−1,ℓ] (0)) ∏
[

GenSK(MPK,

Q

[

i∈[0,ℓ−1] MSKidq ,i ,

MSKidq ,i

hQ
i
[ idq ,i , div),
← EvalMSK(MPK, SK(idq ,T[L−1,ℓ] (0)) , SK(idq ,T[L−1,ℓ] (0)) i∈[0,ℓ−1] MSK
i∈[0,ℓ−1]

(ℓ)

and stores an initial helper key (idq , (hkidq ,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] ) in HKList, where


(L)
MSK
,
– hkidq ,0 := SKidq ∏
[
i∈[0,L−1] MSKidq ,i



(ℓ)
MSK
[
– hkidq ,0 := MSKidq ,ℓ , SK(idq ,T[L−1,ℓ] (0)) ∏
for ℓ ∈ [0, L − 1].
[
i∈[0,ℓ−1]

MSKidq ,i

Observe that the helper keys
by Bℓ⋆ are properly
distributed as follows: For every
i
h created
Q
[
ℓ ∈ [1, L], SK(idq ,T[L−1,ℓ] (0)) MSK/ i∈[0,L−1] MSKidq ,i , which is the component of the level-ℓ
(ℓ)

helper key hkidq ,0 , is created by running



MSK
– SK(idq ,T[L−1,ℓ] (0)) ∏
← GenSK MPK, ∏
[
i∈[0,L−1]

MSKidq ,i


,

MSK
, (idq , T[L−1,ℓ] (0))
[
i∈[0,L−1] MSKidq ,i

in the construction while Bℓ⋆ runs EvalMSK algorithm in the reduction. Thanks to the
Q
[ idq ,i ] follow
evaluation correctness in Def. 2, the both of SK(idq ,T[L−1,ℓ] (0)) [MSK/ i∈[0,L−1] MSK
the same distribution. Note that the case for ℓ = 0 (i.e., SK(idq ,T[L−1,0] (0)) ) is the same
procedure as in the construction.
Case for q = Q⋆ : Bℓ⋆ runs
[ id ⋆ ,ℓ ← SampMSK(MPK) for ℓ ∈ [0, L] \ {ℓ⋆ },
– MSK
Q
hQ
i


Q
[ id ⋆ ,i ← GenSK MPK,
[ id ⋆ ,i , (idQ⋆ , T[L−1,ℓ] (0))
– SK(idQ⋆ ,T[L−1,ℓ] (0)) i∈[ℓ,L] MSK
MSK
i∈[ℓ,L]
Q
Q
for ℓ ∈ [ℓ⋆ + 1, L],
11

In the following, we use (id, T[L−1,L] (t)) as the alternative expression of id for compact notation. Similarly, we
Q
[ id,i := 1.
suppose i∈[0,−1] MSK
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[ id ⋆ ,ℓ )ℓ∈[0,ℓ⋆ ] ) in
and stores a part of an initial helper key (idQ⋆ , (hkidQ⋆ ,0 )ℓ∈[ℓ⋆ +1,L] , (MSK
Q
HKList, where
i

hQ
(ℓ)
[
[
:=
MSKid ⋆ ,i for ℓ ∈ [ℓ⋆ + 1, L],
– hk
MSKid ⋆ ,ℓ , SK(id ⋆ ,T
(0))
(ℓ)

idQ⋆ ,0

Q

[L−1,ℓ]

Q

i∈[ℓ,L]

Q

(ℓ)
(hkid⋆ ,0 )ℓ∈[0,ℓ⋆ ] at this point,
∈ [0, ℓ⋆ − 1] will be computed

Bℓ⋆ does not create the rest of the initial helper key
key-insulation query, helper keys for any t ∈ Tact and ℓ
from the pseudo-MSKs, not the corresponding initial helper keys.

and on
directly

We show that the level-ℓ helper keys for ℓ ∈ [ℓ⋆ + 1, L] and the pseudo-MSKs created above
and are properly distributed as follows. Since the above procedure is the same as that of the
construction if ℓ⋆ = L, we consider the case for ℓ⋆ ̸= L. In the case, Bℓ⋆ implicitly sets
[ id ⋆ ,ℓ = MSK
[ id ⋆ ,ℓ for ℓ ∈ [0, L] \ {ℓ⋆ },
– MSK
Q

Q

[ id ⋆ ,ℓ⋆ =
– MSK
Q

∏

MSK
[ id
⋆ MSK

i∈[0,L]\{ℓ }

.

Q⋆ ,i

[ id ⋆ ,ℓ is created in the
Case for ℓ ∈ [0, ℓ⋆ − 1]: The level-ℓ pseudo-MSK MSKidQ⋆ ,ℓ = MSK
Q
same way as the construction by running SampMSK algorithm.
[ id ⋆ ,ℓ⋆ is created by running SampMSK algoCase for ℓ⋆ : The level-ℓ⋆ pseudo-MSK MSK
Q

[ id ⋆ ,ℓ⋆ is the output of SampMSK). In the reduction,
rithm in the construction (i.e., MSK
Q
Q
⋆
[ id ⋆ ,ℓ⋆ = MSK/
[
we assume that the level-ℓ pseudo-MSK is MSK
i∈[0,L−1]\{ℓ⋆ } MSKidQ⋆ ,i
Q
although Bℓ⋆ does not compute it explicitly. Thanks to the pseudo-MSK indistinguisha[ id ⋆ ,ℓ⋆ follows the same distribution as the
bility in Def. 2, the level-ℓ⋆ pseudo-MSK MSK
Q
construction.
Case for ℓ ∈ [ℓ⋆ + 1, L]: First
of
all,
the
main
component
Q
(L)
[
SKidQ⋆ [MSK/ i∈[0,L−1] MSKidQ⋆ ,i ] of level-L helper key hkidQ⋆ ,0 is created by



∗ SKidQ⋆

∏

MSK
[ id
MSK

i∈[0,L−1]

Q⋆ ,i


← GenSK MPK, ∏


MSK
[ id
MSK

i∈[0,L−1]

, idQ⋆
Q⋆ ,i

in the construction. The
Q diﬀerence between the construction and the reduction is that
[ id ⋆ ,i is replaced by the pseudo-MSK MSK
[ id ⋆ ,L .
the MSK-part MSK/ i∈[0,L−1] MSK
Q
Q
Observe that
MSK
MSK
=
Q
Q
[
[
[
MSKid ⋆ ,i
MSKid ⋆ ,ℓ⋆ ·
⋆ MSKid ⋆ ,i
i∈[0,L−1]

Q

i∈[0,L−1]\{ℓ }

Q

=
(MSK/

Q

Q

MSK
[

i∈[0,L]\{ℓ⋆ } MSKidQ⋆ ,i )

·

Q

[

i∈[0,L−1]\{ℓ⋆ } MSKidQ⋆ ,i

[ id ⋆ ,L .
= MSK
Q
Therefore, thanks to the evaluation correctness in Def. 2, the level-L helper key follows
the same distribution as in the construction. Similarly, for ℓ ∈ [ℓ⋆ + 1, L − 1] the main
Q
(ℓ)
[ id ⋆ ,i ] in the
component of level-ℓ helper key hkidQ⋆ ,0 is SKidQ⋆ [MSK/ i∈[0,ℓ−1] MSK
Q
Q
[ id ⋆ ,i in the reduction. It is
construction, and its MSK-part is replaced with i∈[ℓ,L] MSK
Q
easy to see that the level-ℓ helper key follows the same distribution as in the construction
thanks to the evaluation correctness in Def. 2.
(ℓ)

Initial Helper-Key Reveal Queries: Upon a query idq from Aℓ⋆ , Bℓ⋆ ﬁnds (hkidq ,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] from
(ℓ)

HKList and returns (hkidq ,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] to Aℓ⋆ . Bℓ⋆ can answer all Aℓ⋆ ’s queries since Aℓ⋆ does not make
the query on id⋆ (= idQ⋆ ) due to the restriction in the query.
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Key-Insulation Query: Upon a query (idq , t, ℓ) from Aℓ⋆ , Bℓ⋆ proceeds as follows:
(ℓ)

Case for idq ̸= idQ⋆ : Bℓ⋆ ﬁnds the initial helper keys (hkidq ,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] from HKList and creates
(ℓ)

hkidq ,Tℓ (t) in the same way as the construction.
Case for idq = idQ⋆ : Due to the Type-ℓ⋆ strategy and the restriction on the special level ℓ⋆ , Aℓ⋆
does not make any key-insulation queries on ℓ = ℓ⋆ . Bℓ⋆ ﬁnds a part of the initial helper key
(ℓ)
[ id ⋆ ,ℓ )ℓ∈[0,ℓ⋆ ] ) from HKList and performs as follows:
((hkidQ⋆ ,0 )ℓ∈[ℓ⋆ +1,L] , (MSK
Q
(ℓ)

Level-ℓ for ℓ ∈ [ℓ⋆ + 1, L]: Bℓ⋆ creates hkid

Q⋆ ,Tℓ (t)

in the same way as the construction.

Level-ℓ for ℓ ∈ [0, ℓ⋆ − 1]: Bℓ⋆ ﬁrst makes an HIBE secret-key reveal query on
[ id ⋆ ,i )i∈[0,ℓ−1]
(idQ⋆ , T[L−1,ℓ] (t)) and receives SK(idQ⋆ ,T[L−1,ℓ] (t)) from C. Then, Bℓ⋆ uses (MSK
Q
to run
i
hQ
[ id ⋆ ,i
– SK(idQ⋆ ,T[L−1,ℓ] (t)) i∈[0,ℓ−1] MSK
Q
Q
[ id ⋆ ,i , (idQ⋆ , T[L−1,ℓ] (t))),
← GenSK(MPK, i∈[0,ℓ−1] MSK
Q


MSK
– SK(idQ⋆ ,T[L−1,ℓ] (t)) ∏
[
i∈[0,ℓ−1] MSKidQ⋆ ,i
hQ
i
[ id ⋆ ,i ,
← EvalMSK(MPK, SK(idQ⋆ ,T[L−1,ℓ] (t)) , SK(idQ⋆ ,T[L−1,ℓ] (t)) i∈[0,ℓ−1] MSK
Q
div).
Finally, Bℓ⋆ returns



MSK
(ℓ)
[ id ⋆ ,ℓ , SK(id ⋆ ,T


hkidQ⋆ ,t = MSK
Q
[L−1,ℓ] (t)) Q
Q
[ id ⋆ ,i
MSK
i∈[0,ℓ−1]

Q

to Aℓ⋆ . Observe that the level-ℓ helper key is properly distributed thanks to the evaluation
correctness in Def. 2.
Challenge Query: Upon a query (id⋆ , t⋆ , M⋆0 , M⋆1 ) from Aℓ⋆ such that |M⋆0 | = |M⋆1 |, Bℓ⋆
makes a challenge query on ((id⋆ , T[L−1,0] (t⋆ )), M⋆0 , M⋆1 ) and receives an HIBE challenge ciphertext C(id⋆ ,T[L−1,0] (t⋆ )) . Then, Bℓ⋆ sends an HKIBE challenge ciphertext ctid⋆ ,t⋆ := C(id⋆ ,T[L−1,0] (t⋆ ))
to Aℓ⋆ .
Observe that C(id⋆ ,T[L−1,0] (t⋆ )) is created in the same way as the construction.
After Bℓ⋆ receives a bit b′ from Aℓ⋆ , Bℓ⋆ sends C β ′ := b′ as its own guess.
The above completes the description of Bℓ⋆ . Observe that Bℓ⋆ can make all A’s queries with C.
Bℓ⋆ makes the HIBE challenge query on
(id⋆ , T[L−1,0] (t⋆ )),
while Bℓ⋆ makes HIBE secret-key reveal queries on the following identity idq (q ∈ [Q]):
• For all q ∈ [Q] \ {Q⋆ }, we have idq ∈
/ preﬁx+ ((id⋆ , T[L−1,0] (t⋆ ))). Therefore, Bℓ⋆ can make the
HIBE secret-key reveal queries on (idq , T[L−1,ℓ] (0))ℓ∈[0,L] for the helper-key generation query
on idq (if Bℓ⋆ ’s guess of the number Q⋆ is correct).
• For q = Q⋆ (i.e., idq = idQ⋆ = id⋆ ), Aℓ⋆ might make a key-insulation query on
(idQ⋆ , T[L−1,ℓ] (t)) for t ∈ Tact and ℓ ∈ [0, ℓ⋆ − 1]. Bℓ⋆ can make the HIBE secret-key generation query on (idQ⋆ , T[L−1,ℓ] (t)) since it holds (idQ⋆ , T[L−1,ℓ] (t)) ∈
/ preﬁx+ ((id⋆ , T[L−1,0] (t⋆ )))
due to the restriction on the special level ℓ⋆ .12
(ℓ)

12
For ℓ ∈ [ℓ⋆ + 1, L], Bℓ⋆ can respond to the key-insulation query by itself since hkid,Tℓ (t) does not contain the
true-MSK.
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As we already observed, Bℓ⋆ perfectly simulates the adaptive security game against Aℓ⋆ with probability 1/Q. Since the probability that β ′ is a correct guess is the same as that of b′ , Bℓ⋆ ’s advantage
HIBE
is AdvHKIBE
Π,L,Aℓ⋆ (λ) = Q · AdvΣ,L+1,Bℓ⋆ (λ).
P
Therefore, B’s advantage against A of general attack strategy is AdvHKIBE
Π,L+1,A (λ) =
ℓ⋆ ∈[0,L] Q ·
HIBE
HKIBE
AdvΠ,L,Aℓ⋆ (λ) ≤ Q(L + 1) · AdvΣ,L,B (λ).
If the underlying HIBE scheme is selectively secure, our HKIBE scheme then satisﬁes selective
security. Similarly, if the underlying HIBE scheme is CCA-secure, our HKIBE scheme meets CCA
security. We omit the proofs since they can be done in the same manner as Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. If the underlying HIBE scheme with hierarchical depth L + 1 supporting MSK evaluatability satisﬁes selective security, then the above HKIBE scheme with hierarchical depth L also satisﬁes selective security. Speciﬁcally, if there exists an adversary A to break selective security of our
HKIBE scheme with advantage AdvHKIBE
Π,L,A (λ), then there exists a reduction algorithm B to break seHKIBE
lective security of the underlying HIBE scheme with advantage AdvHIBE
Σ,L+1,B (λ) ≥ AdvΠ,L,A (λ)/Θ(L).
Corollary 2. If the underlying HIBE scheme with hierarchical depth L + 1 supporting MSK evaluatability satisﬁes (adaptive) CCA security, then the above HKIBE scheme with hierarchical depth
L also satisﬁes (adaptive) CCA security. Speciﬁcally, if there exists an adversary A to break
adaptive CCA security of our HKIBE scheme with advantage AdvHKIBE
Π,L,A (λ), then there exists a reduction algorithm B to break adaptive CCA security of the underlying HIBE scheme with advantage
HKIBE
AdvHIBE
Σ,L+1,B (λ) ≥ AdvΠ,L,A (λ)/Θ(QL).

5

Generic Construction from Plain HIBE

We provide a generic construction of an HKIBE scheme with depth L from any plain HIBE scheme
with depth L + 1. This construction is based on Hanaoka et al.’s HKIBE scheme [HHSI05], and can
be easily extended to an adaptive-identity CCA secure scheme (see Section 5.4). We suppose that
the ﬁrst ⌈log(L+1)⌉ bits of each identity of our HKIBE scheme is used for indicating the hierarchical
level ℓ, and the rest expresses the identity (i.e., ℓ∥id ∈ Ihibe ≈ [0, L] × I). For instance, if the bitlength of identities in the underlying HIBE scheme is 256 bits and L = 250 (i.e., ⌈log(L + 1)⌉ = 8),
then the identity in our HKIBE scheme is 248 bits.

5.1

Construction Idea

The aim of our second construction is to get rid of MSK evaluatability from the ﬁrst construction
while keeping the security. The basic idea is to employ an (L + 1)-out-of-(L + 1) secret sharing
scheme for plaintexts, where as the ﬁrst construction employs it for MSK-parts of helper keys.
Speciﬁcally, this construction’s core spirit is that a ciphertext ctid,t consists of L + 1 HIBE ciphertexts ((C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t) )ℓ∈[L] , C0∥id ), where the ﬁrst L ciphertexts are encryptions of uniformly
random pseudo-plaintexts (MℓL
)ℓ∈[L] and the last ciphertext is an encryption of the plaintext masked
with all pseudo-plaintexts M ℓ∈[L] Mℓ . The plaintext and all pseudo-plaintexts can be viewed as
shares of an (L + 1)-out-of-(L + 1) secret sharing scheme. We design the scheme so that each user
id can decrypt a ciphertext ctid,t only if the user is able to decrypt all the L + 1 HIBE ciphertexts.
Indeed, the similar design concept is employed in the HHSI05 scheme [HHSI05]. However, our
design requires only one HIBE scheme with the hierarchical depth L + 1 while the HHSI05 scheme
consists of L + 1 HIBE schemes for the diﬀerent depth ℓ ∈ [L + 1]. This design improvement makes
master public/secret keys be constant sizes.
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Level

(L)

L
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hkid,T

L (t)

1st

2nd

···

L-th

(L + 1)-th

SKL∥id

—

···

—

—

—

—

↓ delegated from L∥id to (L∥id, TL−1 (t))
L−1

..
.

(L−1)

hkid,T

L−1 (t)

SK(L∥id,TL−1 (t))

..
.

(1)

hkid,T

1

1 (t)

SKL−1∥id

···

↓

↓ delegated from L − 1∥id to (L − 1∥id, TL−2 (t))

..
.

..
.

↓

↓

SK(L∥id,T[L−1,1] (t))

SK(L−1∥id,T[L−2,1] (t))

↓

↓

···
···

SK1∥id

···

—

↓

SK(L−1∥id,T[L−2,0] (t))

···

SK(1∥id,T0 (t))

SK0∥id

C(L∥id,T[L−1,0] (t))

C(L−1∥id,T[L−2,0] (t))

···

C(1∥id,T0 (t))

ML

ML−1

···

M1

C0∥id
⊕L

0

dkid,T0 (t)

SK(L∥id,T[L−1,0] (t))

CT

ctid,t

M

M

M

i=1

Mi

Figure 2: The intuition of our second construction.
We illustrate the overview in Figure 2. As mentioned above, we consider L+1 hierarchical identities for ciphertexts in the underlying HIBE scheme: (L∥id, T[L−1,0] (t)), (L − 1∥id, T[L−2,0] (t)),
. . ., (1∥id, T0 (t)), and 0∥id. Obviously, each ciphertext C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t)) of ctid,t can be de(ℓ)

crypted by SK(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t)) of dkid,T0 (t) for ℓ ∈ [0, L].13 Each helper key hkid,Tℓ (t) includes L − ℓ
HIBE secret keys (SKj∥id,T[j−1,ℓ] (t) )j∈[ℓ+1,L] , which are delegated from their upper-level helper keys
(SKj∥id,T[j−1,ℓ+1] (t) )j∈[ℓ+1,L] , and a new HIBE secret key SKℓ∥id . Since there exists a special level ℓ⋆
such that no level-ℓ⋆ helper keys are compromised, an adversary does not have SKℓ⋆ ∥id . In addition
to this, the adversary cannot obtain any secret keys which can derive SK(ℓ⋆ ∥id,T[ℓ⋆ ,0] (t⋆ )) due to the
restriction in the security game, the adversary cannot decrypt the challenge ciphertext.

5.2

Construction

Our HKIBE scheme Π = (Setup, Encrypt, GenHK, KeyUp, Upd, Decrypt) from a plain HIBE scheme
Σ = (Init, Enc, GenSK, Dec) is as follows.
• Setup(1λ , L) → (pp, mk): Run (MPK, MSK) ← Init(1λ , L + 1) and output pp := MPK and
mk := MSK.
• Encrypt(pp, id, t, M) → ctid,t : Parse pp = MPK. Sample Mℓ ←R M for ℓ ∈ [L] and run
· C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t)) ← Enc(MPK, (ℓ∥id, T[ℓ−1,0] ), Mℓ ) for ℓ ∈ [0, L],
then output ctid,t := (C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] ) )ℓ∈[0,L] .
(0)

• GenHK(pp, mk, id) → (hkid,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] : Parse pp = MPK and mk = MSK. For ℓ ∈ [0, L], compute
(ℓ)
hkid,0 := (SK(i∥id,T[i−1,ℓ] (0)) )i∈[ℓ,L] as follows: for i ∈ [ℓ, L], run

· SK(i∥id,T[i−1,0] (0)) ← GenSK(MPK, SKi∥id , (i∥id, T[i−1,0] (0))).
13
(0∥id, T[−1,0] (t)) here means 0∥id. The rest of this paper follows from this notation for notational simplicity.
Similarly, (ℓ∥id, T[ℓ−1,ℓ] (t)) means ℓ∥id for any ℓ ∈ [L].
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(ℓ)

Output (hkid,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] .
(ℓ+1)

(ℓ)

• KeyUp(pp, t, hkid,tℓ+1 ) → kuid,Tℓ (t) or ⊥: Output ⊥ if tℓ+1 ̸= Tℓ+1 (t). Otherwise, parse
▷ pp = MPK,
(ℓ+1)

▷ hkid,tℓ+1 = (SK(i∥id,T[i−1,ℓ+1] (t)) )i∈[ℓ+1,L] .
Run
· SK(i∥id,T[i−1,ℓ] (t)) ← GenSK(MPK, SK(i∥id,T[i−1,ℓ+1] (t)) , (i∥id, T[i−1,ℓ] (t))) for i ∈ [ℓ + 1, L]
(ℓ)
and output kuid,Tℓ (t) := (SK(i∥id,T[i−1,ℓ] (t)) )i∈[ℓ+1,L] .

• Upd(pp, hkid,τℓ , kuid,tℓ ) → hkid,tℓ : Suppose τℓ = Tℓ (t) and tℓ = Tℓ (t′ ). Parse
(ℓ)

(ℓ)

(ℓ)

(ℓ)

▷ hkid,τℓ = (SK(i∥id,T[i−1,ℓ] (t)) )i∈[ℓ,L] ,
(ℓ)

▷ kuid,tℓ = (SK(i∥id,T[i−1,ℓ] (t′ )) )i∈[ℓ+1,L] .
(ℓ)
Output hkid,tℓ := (SKℓ∥id , (SK(i∥id,T[i−1,ℓ] (t′ )) )i∈[ℓ+1,L] ) = (SK(i∥id,T[i−1,ℓ] (t′ )) )i∈[ℓ,L] .

• Decrypt(pp, dkid,T0 (t) , ctid,t ) → M: Parse
▷ pp = MPK,
(0)

▷ dkid,T0 (t) = hkid,T0 (t) = (SK(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t)) )ℓ∈[0,L] ,
▷ ctid,t = (C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t)) )ℓ∈[0,L] .
For ℓ ∈ [L], run
· Mℓ ← Dec(MPK, SK(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t)) , C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t)) ),
Output
L
– M = Dec(MPK, SK0∥id , C0∥id ) ℓ∈[L] Mℓ .
Correctness. Since ciphertexts and decryption keys of our HKIBE scheme consists of those the
underlying HIBE scheme, the correctness of the HKIBE scheme readily follows from that of the
underlying HIBE scheme.

5.3

Security

The security of the HKIBE scheme is reduced to from that of the underlying HIBE scheme.
Theorem 2. If the underlying HIBE scheme with hierarchical depth L + 1 satisﬁes the adaptive
security, the above HKIBE scheme with hierarchical depth L also satisﬁes the adaptive security.
Speciﬁcally, if there exists an adversary A to break the adaptive security of the above HKIBE
scheme with advantage AdvHKIBE
Π,L,A (λ), then there exists a reduction algorithm B to break the adaptive
HKIBE
security of the underlying HIBE scheme with advantage AdvHIBE
Σ,L+1,B (λ) ≥ AdvΠ,L,A (λ)/Θ(L).
Proof Overview. In the proof, we divide A’s attack strategy into L + 1 types and deﬁne Aℓ⋆ for
every ℓ⋆ ∈ [0, L] as in the proof of Theorem 1 with Θ(L) reduction loss. We show the proof against
Aℓ⋆ for ﬁxed ℓ⋆ .
We use Aℓ⋆ as a building block and construct a reduction algorithm Bℓ⋆ against the underlying
(plain) HIBE scheme. The challenge ciphertext for (id⋆ , t⋆ ) includes L + 1 HIBE ciphertexts
⋆
C⋆(L∥id⋆ ,T
⋆ , . . . , C0∥id⋆ , and one of them should be the HIBE challenge ciphertext to reduce
[L−1,0] (t ))
to adaptive security of the underlying HIBE scheme. Since Aℓ⋆ does not make any key-insulation
queries for (id⋆ , t, ℓ⋆ ), Bℓ⋆ submits
(ℓ⋆ ∥id⋆ , T[ℓ⋆ −1,0] (t⋆ )),
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as the HIBE challenge identity. Therefore, Bℓ⋆ can answer all Aℓ⋆ ’s key-insulation queries,
say, (id, t, ℓ), by making HIBE secret-key reveal queries for the corresponding identities ((j∥id,
T[j−1,ℓ] (t)))j∈[ℓ,L] as long as it holds
(j∥id, T[j−1,ℓ] (t)) ∈
/ preﬁx+ ((ℓ⋆ ∥id⋆ , T[ℓ⋆ −1,0] (t⋆ ))) for all j ∈ [ℓ, L],

(2)

even without the knowledge of the challenge tuple (id⋆ , t⋆ ). Since Bℓ⋆ can obtain all HIBE secret
keys such that (ℓ, id) ̸= (ℓ⋆ , id⋆ ) via HIBE secret-key generation queries, the condition (2) can be
more speciﬁc:
(ℓ⋆ ∥id⋆ , T[ℓ⋆ −1,ℓ] (t)) ∈
/ preﬁx+ ((ℓ⋆ ∥id⋆ , T[ℓ⋆ −1,0] (t⋆ ))).

(3)

Therefore, we should care only about the key-insulation query (id⋆ , t, ℓ) that produces
(ℓ)
(ℓ⋆ ∥id⋆ , T[ℓ⋆ −1,ℓ] (t)). In the construction, only level-ℓ helper keys hkid⋆ ,Tℓ (t) for ℓ ∈ [0, ℓ⋆ ] include HIBE secret keys for (ℓ⋆ ∥id⋆ , T[ℓ⋆ −1,ℓ] (t)). All possible Aℓ⋆ ’s queries that contradict the
condition (3) are:
• the initial helper-key reveal query on id⋆ ;
• the key-insulation query on (id⋆ , t, ℓ⋆ ) for any t ∈ Tact ;
• the key-insulation query on (id⋆ , t, ℓ) for any t ∈ Tact and any ℓ ∈ [0, ℓ⋆ − 1] such that
T[ℓ⋆ −1,ℓ] (t) = T[ℓ⋆ −1,ℓ] (t⋆ ).
However, all the above queries are not allowed in the security game (see Deﬁnition 4). Thus, the
condition (3) always holds for all Aℓ⋆ ’s queries.
The remaining challenge is how Bℓ⋆ embeds the challenge plaintexts (M⋆0 , M⋆1 ) into HIBE challenge ciphertext on (ℓ⋆ ∥id⋆ , T[ℓ⋆ −1,0] (t⋆ )). Roughly speaking, we look at the pseudo-plaintexts of
the challenge ciphertext diﬀerently: In the construction, for every ℓ ∈ [L], the HIBE ciphertext on
(ℓ∥id⋆ , T[ℓ−1,0] (t⋆ )) L
is an encryption of a level-ℓ pseudo-plaintext Mℓ ←R M and that on 0∥id⋆ is
an encryption of M ℓ∈[L] Mℓ . In the reduction Bℓ⋆ sets each plaintext as follows:
b ℓ and sets an HIBE
• For ℓ ∈ [0, L] \ {ℓ⋆ }, Bℓ⋆ randomly chooses a level-ℓ pseudo-plaintext M
⋆
⋆
b
ciphertext on (ℓ∥id , T[ℓ−1,0] (t )) is an encryption of Mℓ . Similarly, Bℓ⋆ randomly chooses a
b 0 and sets an HIBE ciphertext on 0∥id⋆ is an encryption of M
b 0.
level-0 pseudo-plaintext M
• Bℓ⋆ (implicitly) sets HIBE challenge ciphertext on (ℓ⋆ ∥id⋆ , T[ℓ⋆ −1,0] (t⋆ )) is an encryption of
L
b ℓ.
M⋆b ℓ∈[0,L]\{ℓ⋆ } M
All the above pseudo-plaintexts are properly distributed.
Theorem 2. We formally describe the proof as follows. Let Bℓ⋆ be a reduction algorithm against
the underlying HIBE scheme. We show how to construct Bℓ⋆ by using Aℓ⋆ as follows. At ﬁrst,
Bℓ⋆ is given an HIBE’s master public key MPK from an HIBE challenger C. Then, Bℓ⋆ initializes
HKList = ∅ and sends pp := MPK to an HKIBE adversary Aℓ⋆ .
Bℓ⋆ answers Aℓ⋆ ’s queries by interacting with C as follows:
Helper-Key Generation Query: Upon a query id from Aℓ⋆ , Bℓ⋆ checks if (id, ·) ∈
/ HKList, and
returns ⊥ to Aℓ⋆ if this is not the case. Otherwise, Bℓ⋆ makes an HIBE secret-key query on
ℓ∥id for ℓ ∈ [0, L] \ {ℓ⋆ } to C, receives (SKℓ∥id )ℓ∈[0,L]\{ℓ⋆ } , and stores a part of an initial helper
key (id, (SKℓ∥id )ℓ∈[0,L]\{ℓ⋆ } ) in HKList. Clearly, the part of the helper keys (SKℓ∥id )ℓ∈[0,L]\{ℓ⋆ }
are created in the same way as the construction.
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Initial Helper-Key Reveal Queries: Upon a query id from Aℓ⋆ , Bℓ⋆ ﬁnds (SKℓ∥id )ℓ∈[0,L]\{ℓ⋆ }
from HKList. Bℓ⋆ retrieves SKℓ⋆ ∥id if HKList also contains it.14 If not, Bℓ⋆ makes an
HIBE secret-key reveal query on ℓ⋆ ∥id to get SKℓ⋆ ∥id and stores it in HKList together with
(ℓ)

(SKℓ∥id )ℓ∈[0,L]\{ℓ⋆ } . Then, Bℓ⋆ creates (hkid,0 )ℓ∈[0,L] by using (SKℓ∥id )ℓ∈[0,L] as in the con(ℓ⋆ )

struction, and returns it to Aℓ⋆ . It is obvious that hkid,0 is created in the same way as the
construction.
Key-Insulation Query: Upon a query (id, t, ℓ), Bℓ⋆ makes all HIBE secret-key reveal queries
(ℓ)
for hkid,Tℓ (t) , i.e., queries on ((i∥id, T[i−1,ℓ] (t)))i∈[ℓ,L] to get (SK(i∥id,T[i−1,ℓ] (t)) )i∈[ℓ,L] . Finally,
(ℓ)
Bℓ⋆ returns hkid,Tℓ (t) := (SK(i∥id,T[i−1,ℓ] (t)) )i∈[ℓ,L] to Aℓ⋆ . It is obvious that the helper key is
properly distributed thanks to the correctness of the underlying HIBE scheme.
b ℓ ←R M
Challenge Query: Upon a query (id⋆ , t⋆ , M⋆ , M⋆ ) from Aℓ⋆ , Bℓ⋆ samples M
0

1

for ℓ ∈ [0, L] \ {ℓ⋆ } and makes an HIBE challenge query on ((ℓ⋆ ∥id⋆ , T[ℓ⋆ −1,0] (t⋆ )),
L
b ℓ , M⋆ L
b
M⋆0 ℓ∈[0,L]\{ℓ⋆ } M
1
ℓ∈[0,L]\{ℓ⋆ } Mℓ ), and receives an HIBE challenge ciphertext
⋆
⋆
C(ℓ⋆ ∥id⋆ ,T ⋆
(t⋆ )) . Then, Bℓ runs
[ℓ −1,0]

–

b ℓ ) for ℓ ∈ [0, L] \ {ℓ⋆ },
C⋆(ℓ∥id⋆ ,T
← Enc(MPK, (ℓ∥id⋆ , T[ℓ−1,0] (t⋆ )), M
⋆
[ℓ−1,0] (t ))
returns (C⋆(ℓ∥id⋆ ,T
⋆ )ℓ∈[0,L] to Aℓ⋆ as an HKIBE challenge ciphertext.
[ℓ−1,0] (t ))

and
Observe that the challenge ciphertext is properly distributed by implicitly setting
b ℓ for ℓ ∈ [0, L] \ {ℓ⋆ },
– Mℓ = M
L
b ℓ,
– Mℓ⋆ = M⋆b ℓ∈[0,L]\{ℓ⋆ } M
b ℓ for ℓ ∈ [L] \ {ℓ⋆ } is created in the same
where b ←R {0, 1}. Level-ℓ pseudo-plaintext Mℓ = M
b 0 is uniformly distributed over
way as the construction. Since the level-0 pseudo-plaintext M
the message space of the underlying HIBE scheme, the distribution of Mℓ⋆ is independent of M⋆b
b ℓ )ℓ∈[L]\{ℓ⋆ } , and uniformly random in the HIBE message space as in the construction.
and (M
Therefore, the distribution of (C⋆(ℓ∥id⋆ ,T
⋆ )ℓ∈[L] is identical to that in the construction.
[ℓ−1,0] (t ))
L
b 0 in
Mℓ in the construction while it is an encryption of M
C⋆ ⋆ is an encryption of M⋆
b

0∥id

the reduction. Since
M
M⋆b
Mℓ = M⋆b ⊕ Mℓ⋆
ℓ∈[L]

ℓ∈[L]

M

M

Mℓ = M⋆b ⊕ M⋆b

ℓ∈[0,L]\{ℓ⋆ }

ℓ∈[L]\{ℓ⋆ }

bℓ
M

M

bℓ
M

b0
=M

ℓ∈[L]\{ℓ⋆ }

holds, the distribution of C⋆0∥id⋆ is the same as that of the construction.
After Bℓ⋆ receives b′ from Aℓ⋆ , Bℓ⋆ returns β ′ ← b′ as its own guess to C.
The above completes the description of Bℓ⋆ . Observe that Bℓ⋆ can make all A’s queries with C.
Bℓ⋆ makes the HIBE challenge query on
(ℓ⋆ ∥id⋆ , T[ℓ⋆ −1,0] (t⋆ )),
while Bℓ⋆ can make HIBE secret-key reveal queries in any case for the following reasons.
• The initial helper-key reveal query on id.
Case for id ̸= id⋆ : It is obvious that Bℓ⋆ can make HIBE secret-key reveal queries on ℓ∥id
for every ℓ ∈ [0, L].
14

It depends on whether id has been used for key-insulation query.
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Case for id = id⋆ : This query is not allowed in the game.
• The key-insulation query on (id, t, ℓ).
(ℓ)

Case for id ̸= id⋆ : Bℓ⋆ can make HIBE secret-key reveal queries to return hkid,Tℓ (t) .
Case for id = id⋆ : We take look at the following three cases.
(ℓ)

Case for ℓ ∈ [ℓ⋆ + 1, L]: In this case, hkid⋆ ,Tℓ (t) does not include any HIBE secret key
SK(ℓ⋆ ∥id⋆ ,T[ℓ⋆ −1,ℓ] (t)) , which violates the condition (3), by the construction. Therefore,
Bℓ⋆ can make HIBE secret-key reveal queries on ℓ∥id and (i∥id, T[i−1,ℓ] (t)) for every
i ∈ [ℓ + 1, L].
Case for ℓ = ℓ⋆ : This case never occurs due to the restriction on ℓ⋆ .
Case for ℓ ∈ [0, ℓ⋆ − 1]: Since it always holds Tℓ (t) ̸= Tℓ (t⋆ ) due to the restriction on
ℓ⋆ , and it means that such a query always meets the condition (3). Bℓ⋆ can make
HIBE secret-key reveal queries on ℓ∥id and (i∥id, T[i−1,ℓ] (t)) for every i ∈ [ℓ + 1, L].
As we already observed, Bℓ⋆ perfectly simulates the adaptive security game against Aℓ⋆ . Since
the probability that β ′ is a correct guess is the same as that of b′ , Bℓ⋆ ’s advantage is AdvHKIBE
Π,L,Aℓ⋆ (λ) =
HIBE
AdvΣ,L+1,Bℓ⋆ (λ). Therefore, B’s advantage against A of general attack strategy is AdvHKIBE
Π,L,A (λ) =
P
HKIBE
HIBE
Adv
(λ)
=
(L
+
1)
·
Adv
(λ).
Π,L,Aℓ⋆
Σ,L+1,B
ℓ⋆ ∈[0,L]
As in the ﬁrst construction, if the underlying HIBE scheme is selectively secure, our HKIBE
scheme then satisﬁes selective security. We omit the proof since it can be done in the same manner
as Theorem 2.
Corollary 3. If the underlying HIBE scheme with hierarchical depth L + 1 satisﬁes selective security, then the above HKIBE scheme with hierarchical depth L also satisﬁes selective security.
Speciﬁcally, if there exists an adversary A to break selective security of our HKIBE scheme with
advantage AdvHKIBE
Π,L,A (λ), then there exists a reduction algorithm B to break selective security of the
HKIBE
underlying HIBE scheme with advantage AdvHIBE
Σ,L+1,B (λ) ≥ AdvΠ,L,A (λ)/Θ(L).

5.4

Achieving CCA Security

Unlike the ﬁrst construction, we cannot obtain a CCA-secure construction by just replacing the
underlying CPA-secure HIBE scheme with CCA-secure ones. The reason is that the second construction require L + 1 HIBE ciphertexts for each HKIBE ciphertext, while the ciphertext of
the ﬁrst construction consists of only one HIBE ciphertext. In other words, there is the following trivial attack: an adversary A replaces C⋆0∥id⋆ of the challenge ciphertext ct⋆id⋆ ,t⋆ with
Enc(MPK, 0∥id⋆ , 0|M0 | ) (the modiﬁed challengeL
ciphertext is denoted by ct′id⋆ ,t⋆ ), makes a decryp⋆
tion query on (id⋆ , t⋆ , ct′id⋆ ,t⋆ ), and receives
ℓ∈[L] Mℓ . Similarly, A replaces C(ℓ∥id⋆ ,T
) of
⋆

[ℓ−1,0]

ct⋆id⋆ ,t⋆ with Enc(MPK, (ℓ∥id⋆ , T[ℓ−1,0] ), 0|M0 | ) (the modiﬁed challenge ciphertext
is denoted by
L
′′
⋆
⋆
′′
⋆
ctid⋆ ,t⋆ ), makes a decryption query on (id , t , ctid⋆ ,t⋆ ), and receives Mb ℓ∈[L] Mℓ . Therefore,
A can get M⋆b and win the game with probability one.
As in [HHSI05], we adopt the well-known multiple encryption approach [DK05] to achieve CCA
security.
⋆

One-Time Signature (OTS). An OTS scheme Γ consists of three algorithms (SSetup, Sign, Vrfy).
• SSetup(1λ ) → (sigk, verk): given the security parameter λ, it outputs a key pair (sigk, verk).
• Sign(sigk, M) → σ: given the signing key sigk and a message M, it outputs a signature σ.
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• Vrfy(verk, M, σ) → ⊤ or ⊥: given the veriﬁcation key verk, a message M, and its signature σ,
it outputs ⊤, which indicates “acceptance”, or ⊥, which indicates “rejection”.
We require that for all security parameters λ, (sigk, verk) ← SSetup(1λ ), and messages M, it holds
Vrfy(verk, M, Sign(sigk, M)) = ⊤ with overwhelming probability.
We deﬁne a security notion for OTS. Let Γ be an OTS scheme, and we consider a game between
an adversary F and the challenger C. The game is parameterized by the security parameter λ.
The game proceeds as follows: C ﬁrst runs (sigk, verk) ← SSetup(1λ ) and gives verk to A. F is
allowed to make the signature generation query only once: upon a query M from F, C returns
σ ← Sign(sigk, M) to A. F outputs (M⋆ , σ ⋆ ) and terminates. In this game, F’s adaptive security
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
advantage is deﬁned by AdvOTS
Γ,F (λ) := Pr[Vrfy(verk, M , σ ) → ⊤ ∧ (M , σ ) ̸= (M, σ)].
Deﬁnition 5 (Strong Unforgeability). We say that an OTS scheme Γ satisﬁes strong unforgeability, if the advantage AdvOTS
Γ,F (λ) is negligible for all PPT adversaries F.
Construction. First of all, we change the maximum hierarchy depth L+1 of the underlying HIBE
scheme to L + 2. We then modify the Encrypt and Decrypt algorithms of the second construction
as follows.
• Encrypt(pp, id, t, M) → ctid,t : Parse pp = MPK. Generate (sigk, verk) ← SSetup(1λ ). Sample
Mℓ ←R M for ℓ ∈ [L] and run
· C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t),verk) ← Enc(MPK, (ℓ∥id, T[ℓ−1,0] , verk), Mℓ ) for ℓ ∈ [L],
L
· C(0∥id,verk) ← Enc(MPK, (0∥id, verk), M ℓ∈[L] Mℓ ),
· σ ← Sign(sigk, (C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] ,verk) )ℓ∈[0,L] ),
then output ctid,t := ((C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] ,verk) )ℓ∈[0,L] , σ, verk).
(0∥id, verk).
• Decrypt(pp, dkid,T0 (t) , ctid,t ) → M: Parse
▷ pp = MPK,

Here, (0∥id, T[−1,0] , verk) means

(0)

▷ dkid,T0 (t) = hkid,T0 (t) = ((SK(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t)) )ℓ∈[0,L] ),
▷ ctid,t = ((C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] ,verk) )ℓ∈[0,L] , σ, verk).
Compute Vrfy(verk, (C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] ,verk) )ℓ∈[0,L] , σ). If the output is ⊥, then output ⊥. Otherwise, for ℓ ∈ [L], run
· SK(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t),verk) ← GenSK(MPK, SK(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t)) , (ℓ∥id, T[ℓ−1,0] (t), verk)),
· Mℓ ← Dec(MPK, SK(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t),verk) , C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t),verk) ),
Compute SK(0∥id,verk) ← GenSK(MPK, SK0∥id , (0∥id, verk)). Output
L
· M = Dec(MPK, SK(0∥id,verk) , C(0∥id,verk) ) ℓ∈[L] Mℓ .
Rest of the algorithms are the same as those of the CPA-secure construction.
Theorem 3. If the underlying HIBE scheme with hierarchical depth L + 2 satisﬁes (adaptiveidentity) CCA security and the underlying OTS scheme satisﬁes strong unforgeability, then the above
HKIBE scheme with hierarchical depth L also satisﬁes (adaptive-identity) CCA security. Speciﬁcally, if there exists an adversary A to break adaptive-identity CCA security of our HKIBE scheme
with advantage AdvHKIBE
Π,L,A (λ), then there exists a reduction algorithm B to break adaptive-identity
HKIBE
CCA security of the underlying HIBE scheme with advantage AdvHIBE
Σ,L+2,B (λ) ≥ AdvΠ,L,A (λ)/Θ(L)
or a reduction algorithm F to break strong unforgeability of the underlying OTS scheme with adHKIBE
vantage AdvOTS
Γ,F (λ) ≥ AdvΠ,L,A (λ).
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Proof. First of all, we consider two types of adversaries A:
▷ A makes at least one decryption query (id, t, ctid,t ) that includes valid verk⋆ , which is a
challenge veriﬁcation key generated at the beginning of the game.15 Here, “valid” verk⋆
means verk⋆ such that it holds Vrfy(verk⋆ , (C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t),verk⋆ ) )ℓ∈[0,L] , σ) = ⊤, where ctid,t =
((C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t),verk⋆ ) )ℓ∈[0,L] , verk⋆ , σ) is a ciphertext of the decryption query.
▷ A does not make any decryption query (id, t, ctid,t ) that includes valid verk⋆ .
If A is the former type, we can construct a reduction algorithm F against the underlying OTS
scheme. Otherwise, i.e., if A is the latter type, we can construct a reduction algorithm B against
the underlying HIBE scheme. The rest of the proof follows from the following Lemmas 1 and 2.
Lemma 1. If there exists an adversary A to break adaptive-identity CCA security of our HKIBE
scheme with advantage AdvHKIBE
Π,L,A (λ) and A makes at least one decryption query that includes valid
⋆
verk , then there exists a reduction algorithm F to break strong unforgeability of the underlying
HKIBE
OTS scheme with advantage AdvOTS
Γ,F (λ) ≥ AdvΠ,L,A (λ).
Proof. At ﬁrst, F is given a challenge veriﬁcation key verk⋆ from an OTS challenger C, and computes
(MPK, MSK) ← Init(1λ , L + 2). Then, F initializes HKList = ∅ and sends pp := MPK to an HKIBE
adversary A. F can answer all helper-key generation queries, initial helper-key reveal queries,
key-insulation queries, and decryption queries since F has MSK. We here explicitly describe the
challenge query.
b ℓ ←R M
Challenge Query: Upon a query (id⋆ , t⋆ , M⋆ , M⋆ ) from A, F samples b ←R {0, 1} and M
0

for ℓ ∈ [L] and runs
– C⋆(ℓ∥id⋆ ,T

b ℓ ) for ℓ ∈ [L],
← Enc(MPK, (ℓ∥id⋆ , T[ℓ−1,0] (t⋆ ), verk⋆ ), M
L
b ℓ ).
← Enc(MPK, (0∥id⋆ , verk⋆ ), Mb ℓ∈[L] M

[ℓ−1,0] (t

– C⋆(0∥id⋆ ,verk⋆ )

1

⋆ ),verk⋆ )

⋆
F then makes a signature generation query (C⋆(ℓ∥id⋆ ,T
⋆ )ℓ∈[0,L] and receives σ . F
⋆
[ℓ−1,0] (t ),verk )
⋆
⋆
returns ((C⋆(ℓ∥id⋆ ,T
(t⋆ ),verk⋆ ) )ℓ∈[0,L] , verk , σ ) to A.
[ℓ−1,0]

At some point, A makes a decryption query (id, t, ctid,t ) such that
Vrfy(verk⋆ , (C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t),verk⋆ ) )ℓ∈[0,L] , σ) = ⊤,
where ctid,t = ((C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t),verk⋆ ) )ℓ∈[0,L] , verk⋆ , σ). F then outputs ((C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t),verk⋆ ) )ℓ∈[0,L] ,
σ) as a forgery and terminates the game. Due to the restriction on decryption query, it holds
((C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t),verk⋆ ) )ℓ∈[0,L] , verk⋆ , σ) ̸= ((C⋆(ℓ∥id⋆ ,T[ℓ−1,0] (t⋆ ),verk⋆ ) )ℓ∈[0,L] , verk⋆ , σ ⋆ ).
Hence, F breaks strong unforgeability of the underlying OTS scheme, and we have AdvHKIBE
Π,L,A (λ) ≤
⋆
AdvOTS
(λ)
if
A
queries
at
least
one
decryption
query
that
includes
valid
verk
.
Γ,F
Lemma 2. If there exists an adversary A to break adaptive-identity CCA security of our HKIBE
scheme with advantage AdvHKIBE
Π,L,A (λ) and A does not make any decryption query that includes valid
⋆
verk , then there exists a reduction algorithm B to break adaptive-identity CCA security of the
HKIBE
underlying HIBE scheme with advantage AdvHIBE
Σ,L+2,B (λ) ≥ AdvΠ,L,A (λ)/Θ(L).
15

To be precise, it should be generated at the challenge phase. However, the original security game and the game
where verk⋆ is generated at the beginning of the game are identical from the viewpoint of Aℓ⋆ . Therefore, we here
consider the latter game.
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Proof. We can prove this theorem in the same manner as Theorem 2. We divide A’s attack strategy
into L + 1 types (with Θ(L) reduction loss), and show the proof against A of the Type-ℓ⋆ strategy
(denoted by Aℓ⋆ ) for ﬁxed ℓ⋆ . Let Bℓ⋆ be a reduction algorithm against the underlying HIBE
scheme. We show how to construct Bℓ⋆ by using Aℓ⋆ that does not make any decryption query that
includes valid verk⋆ .
At ﬁrst, Bℓ⋆ is given an HIBE’s master public key MPK from an HIBE challenger C, and
computes (sigk⋆ , verk⋆ ) ← SSetup(1λ ). Then, Bℓ⋆ initializes HKList = ∅ and sends pp := MPK to an
HKIBE adversary Aℓ⋆ . Bℓ⋆ can answer all queries except for decryption and challenge queries in
the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2. Therefore, we here describe how to answer decryption
queries (that does not include valid verk⋆ ) and challenge query.
Decryption Query: Upon a query (id, t, ctid,t ) from Aℓ⋆ , Bℓ⋆ checks the following two conditions:
▷ (id, ·) ∈
/ HKList,
▷ Vrfy(verk, (C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t),verk) )ℓ∈[0,L] , σ) = ⊥,
where ctid,t = ((C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t),verk) )ℓ∈[0,L] , verk, σ). If at least one condition holds, Bℓ⋆ returns
⊥. Otherwise, Bℓ⋆ makes HIBE secret key queries on (0∥id, verk) and (ℓ∥id, T[ℓ−1,0] (t), verk)
for ℓ ∈ [L], and obtains SK(0∥id,verk) and SK(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t),verk) for ℓ ∈ [L]. From the assumption
that Aℓ⋆ never makes any decryption queries that include valid verk⋆ , verk ̸= verk⋆ holds.
Therefore, Bℓ⋆ can get the corresponding HIBE secret keys even if (id, t) = (id⋆ , t⋆ ) for any
decryption queries. Bℓ⋆ then runs
· Mℓ ← Dec(MPK, SK(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t),verk) , C(ℓ∥id,T[ℓ−1,0] (t),verk) ) for ℓ ∈ [L],
L
· M := Dec(MPK, SK(0∥id,verk) , C(0∥id,verk) ) ℓ∈[L] Mℓ .
Bℓ⋆ returns M to Aℓ⋆ .

b ℓ ←R M
Challenge Query: Upon a query (id⋆ , t⋆ , M⋆0 , M⋆1 ) from Aℓ⋆ , Bℓ⋆ samples M
⋆
⋆
⋆
for ℓ ∈ [0, L] \ {ℓ } and makes an HIBE challenge query on ((ℓ ∥id , T[ℓ⋆ −1,0] (t⋆ ),
L
b ℓ , M⋆ L
b
verk⋆ ), M⋆0 ℓ∈[0,L]\{ℓ⋆ } M
1
ℓ∈[0,L]\{ℓ⋆ } Mℓ ), and receives an HIBE challenge ciphertext
C(ℓ⋆ ∥id⋆ ,T[ℓ⋆ −1,0] (t⋆ ),verk⋆ ) . Then, Bℓ⋆ runs
b ℓ ) for ℓ ∈ [0, L] \ {ℓ⋆ },
– C(ℓ∥id⋆ ,T[ℓ−1,0] (t⋆ ),verk⋆ ) ← Enc(MPK, (ℓ∥id⋆ , T[ℓ−1,0] (t⋆ ), verk⋆ ), M
– σ ⋆ ← Sign(sigk⋆ , (C(ℓ∥id⋆ ,T[ℓ−1,0] (t⋆ ),verk⋆ ) )ℓ∈[0,L] ).
Finally, Bℓ⋆ returns ((C(ℓ∥id⋆ ,T[ℓ−1,0] (t⋆ ),verk⋆ ) )ℓ∈[0,L] , σ ⋆ , verk⋆ ) to Aℓ⋆ as an HKIBE challenge
ciphertext.
Based on the same observation as in Theorem 2, the challenge ciphertext is properly distributed by implicitly setting
b ℓ for ℓ ∈ [0, L] \ {ℓ⋆ },
– Mℓ = M
L
b ℓ for b ∈ {0, 1}.
– Mℓ⋆ = M⋆b ℓ∈[0,L]\{ℓ⋆ } M
After Bℓ⋆ receives b′ from Aℓ⋆ , Bℓ⋆ returns β ′ := b′ as its own guess to C.
As we already observed, Bℓ⋆ perfectly simulates the adaptive security game against Aℓ⋆ . Since
the probability that β ′ is a correct guess is the same as that of b′ , Bℓ⋆ ’s advantage is AdvHKIBE
Π,L,Aℓ⋆ (λ) =
⋆
⋆
AdvHIBE
(λ)
if
A
does
not
query
any
decryption
query
that
includes
valid
verk
.
Thus,
we set
ℓ
Σ,L+2,Bℓ⋆
P
P
HIBE
HKIBE
HKIBE
B := (B0 , . . . , BL ) and have AdvΠ,L,A (λ) = ℓ⋆ ∈[0,L] AdvΠ,L,Aℓ⋆ (λ) ≤ ℓ⋆ ∈[0,L] AdvΣ,L+2,Bℓ⋆ (λ) =
(L + 1) · AdvHIBE
Σ,L+2,B (λ).
HIBE
OTS
Proof of Theorem 3. Taken together, we have AdvHKIBE
Π,L,A (λ) ≤ (L+1)·AdvΣ,L+1,B (λ)+AdvΓ,F (λ).
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A

Overview of the Bug in the Security Proof in [SW18]

The SW18 scheme [SW18] is ﬂawed due to improper handling of dual system encryption [Wat09].
We start from the basic concept of the dual system encryption and observe the bug in the security
proof in [SW18]. Note that the earlier version [WS16] also contains the same bug. We follow the
notations and terminologies used in the main body.
Dual System Encryption. Dual system encryption is one of the well-known techniques to
prove adaptive security of plain HIBE, and utilizes two kinds of distributions for ciphertexts and
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secret keys. One is distributions that appear in a construction, called the normal distribution,
and the other is distributions that only appear in the security proof, called the semi-functional
distribution. Although normal secret keys can decrypt both normal and semi-functional ciphertexts,
semi-functional secret keys cannot decrypt semi-functional ciphertexts. During the security proof,
we ﬁrst change a challenge ciphertext to be semi-functional, then change all secret keys queried by
an adversary to be semi-functional one by one. Essentially, the reason why the changes succeed is
that, in plain HIBE, the adversary is not allowed to query the challenge identity or its ancestors.
Since the adversary completely loses decryption capability after the changes, it is easy to replace
the underlying plaintext of the challenge ciphertext with a random one without being noticed by
the adversary.
The Overview of the Bug. To the authors’ credit, the SW18 scheme is the same as our ﬁrst
construction instantiated by [RS14]. It means that the ﬂaw is due to the proof methodology they
employed, not their construction. The proof of [SW18] employs dual system encryption in a naı̈ve
manner; the challenge ciphertext is ﬁrst changed to be semi-functional, then all helper keys and
decryption keys are changed to be semi-functional one by one. However, the latter changes failed in
the sense that the changed keys do not distribute properly as the authors expected or an adversary
is able to detect the changes. What is essential here is that the HKIBE adversary is allowed to
make key-insulation queries on the challenge identity id⋆ , whereas the HIBE adversary does not
make any secret-key reveal queries on ID⋆ . We explain the details below.
HIBE Proof Using Dual System Encryption. If the adversary is allowed to make a query on
the preﬁx of the challenge identity, the simulation fails since the randomness of the secret key
for the query would be correlated to the randomness of the challenge ciphertext. Nevertheless,
such a query is not allowed during the security game. Therefore, the dual system encryption
goes through since the reduction algorithm does not need to create and reveal information
on ID⋆ except for the challenge ciphertext CID⋆ ; the randomness for CID⋆ is independent of
randomness for any secret keys from the viewpoint of the adversary.
Proof of [SW18]. The HKIBE challenge ciphertext ctid⋆ ,t⋆ can be regarded as a ciphertext for
(id⋆ , T[L−1,0] (t⋆ )) in the HIBE scheme proposed by [RS14]. The randomness of the challenge
ciphertext ctid⋆ ,t⋆ := C(id⋆ ,T[L−1,0] (t⋆ )) is correlated to the randomness of level-ℓ helper keys
(ℓ)

hkid,Tℓ (t) for the key-insulation query on (id⋆ , t, ℓ) such that ℓ > ℓ⋆ . This is due to the
(ℓ)

(ℓ)

form of hkid,Tℓ (t) : roughly speaking, the level-ℓ helper key hkid,Tℓ (t) is the HIBE secret key
of [RS14] for a hierarchical identity (id, T[L−1,ℓ] (t)) masked with a random group element.
The adversary is allowed to make the key-insulation query (id⋆ , t⋆ , ℓ (> ℓ⋆ )), and hence
can obtain the HIBE secret key of [RS14] for a hierarchical identity (id⋆ , T[L−1,ℓ] (t⋆ )) ∈
preﬁx+ ((id⋆ , T[L−1,0] (t⋆ ))) (with a random mask). As mentioned above, in the standard
HIBE game, a query on such a hierarchical identity, i.e., the preﬁx of the challenge identity,
is not allowed and spoils dual system encryption. The authors seemed to expect that the
(ℓ)
random mask of hkid⋆ ,Tℓ (t⋆ ) would help to resolve the issue, however, it does not; the query
still leads to the correlation. Thus, the simulation fails when the adversary obtains both
(ℓ)
ctid⋆ ,t⋆ and hkid⋆ ,Tℓ (t⋆ ) for ℓ ∈ [ℓ⋆ + 1, L].
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